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Resonant two-photon ionization spectroscopy has been used to study the jet-cooled Al2 
molecule. The ground state has been conclusively demonstrated to be of 3nu symmetry, 
deriving from the u! 1T~ electronic configuration. High resolution studies have established the 
bond length oftheX 3nu state as re (X 3nu ) = 2.701 ± 0.002 A. The third-law estimate ofthe 
Al2 bond strength has been reevaluated using the observed and calculated properties of the 
low-lying electronic states to give D g (AI2) = 1.34 ± 0.06 e V. In addition to the previously 
reported E 2 3l:g- .... x 3nu and F33l:g- .... x 3nu band systems, the E' 33ng .... x 3nu , F"-X, 
F I_X, G 3ng .... X 3nu ' H' 3l:g- .... X 3nu , and H 3!:::.g .... X 3nu band systems have been observed 
for the first time. Bands of the G-X, H I_X, and H-X systems have been rotationally resolved 
and analyzed, providing rotational constants and electronic state symmetries for the upper 
states of these systems. A discussion of all of the experimentally known states of Al2 is 
presented, along with comparisons to previous experimental and theoretical work. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the general field of metal cluster chemistry, a major 
aim is to understand the chemical bonding between metal 
atoms. For the one-electron s-block alkali and coinage met-
als, chemical bonding is easily understood (at least for 
dimers and trimers) as arising from the u-type interactions 
between half-filled atomic s orbitals. Accordingly, one can 
always expect diatomic metals of this group to possess Il:t 
ground states, while triatomics are expected to possess 2 E I 
ground states in D3h symmetry, and are expected to undergo 
a Jahn-Teller distortion. Such general trends are of great 
utility in guiding our thinking about the metal-metal chemi-
cal bond. 
Among the p-block metals, chemical bonding is signifi-
cantly more complicated because of the possibility of both 
pu-type and p1T-type chemical interactions. The competition 
between these two fundamentally distinct modes of bonding 
is particularly severe in the group IlIA metals, where the 
deficiency of electrons prevents the formation of both pu and 
p1T chemical bonds. In these metals the lone p electron may 
participate in u bonds or 1T bonds, but not both. To fully 
understand the chemical bonding in such systems, we must 
learn under what conditions pu bonding is favored, and 
when p1T bonding may be significant. With these questions in 
mind we have undertaken a spectroscopic investigation of 
diatomic aluminum, A12. 
In Al2 the likely candidates for the ground state may be 
derived by placing the two 3p electrons in u g or 1T u bonding 
orbitals, resulting in possible ground electronic configura-
tionsof (1) 0;, giving a Il:g+ state, (2) U!1T~, giving In u and 
3nu states, of which the 3nu state is expected to lie lowest in 
energy, and (3) ~, giving Il:g+, I!:::'g, and 3l:g- states, of 
which the 3l:g- state is expected to lie lowest in energy. Thus 
the three most likely candidates for the ground state of A12 
are: 0;, Il:g+; U!1T~, 3nu ; and ~, 3l:g-. If pu bonding is 
strongly favored in A12, the ground state will be 0;, Il:t. If 
pu bonding is favored, but its strength is not sufficient to 
overcome the exchange stabilization of a triplet (S = 1) 
state, the ground state will be u! 1T~, 3nu ' If p1T bonding is 
favored over pu bonding, the Al2 ground state will be 
~, 3l:g-. Thus, in this molecule a determination of the 
ground electronic state will allow the relative importance of 
pu bonding and p1T bonding to be assessed. All three possible 
ground state assignments have been made in the literature, 
resulting in considerable confusion about the electronic 
structure of A12. 
The earliest observed spectrum of Al2 was reported by 
Zeeman in 1954, although the carrier of the spectrum was 
incorrectly identified as Ale. I The emission spectrum ob-
served by Zeeman in a King furnace was subsequently rein-
vestigated by Ginter et al. in 1963,2 and was shown to corre-
spond to either a 3l:u- -+ 3l:g- or 3l:t -+ 3l:: emission 
system of A12. The rotationally resolved emission system dis-
played the 7:5 intensity alternation characteristic of a ho-
monuclear diatomic with nuclear spin 1= 5/2, thereby es-
tablishing Al2 as the carrier of the spectrum. On the basis of 
the method of excitation and the expected electron configu-
rations of A12, the spectrum was assigned as 3l:u- -+ 3l:g- , 
and it was assumed that the lower 3l:g- state was the ground 
state of A12. 
Following this initial gas phase work, a period of 20 
years elapsed before further spectroscopic investigations 
were reported on A12. In 1983 two matrix isolation investiga-
tions of Al2 were reported,3,4 but neither study found the 
absorption bands corresponding to the gas phase 3l:; _3l:g-
band system. Since these bands are intense in emission, but 
absent in absorption in low-temperature matrices, the as-
signment of ~, 3l:; as the ground state of Al2 was cast into 
doubt. In one study a broad absorption centered about 
14 300 cm - I and a vibrationally resolved absorption system 
near 24 500 cm - I were reported for Al2 isolated in solid 
krypton, and a reassignment ofthe ground state as 0;, Il:g+ 
was made.3 The second matrix investigation also reported a 
vibrationally resolved absorption band near 24 500 cm - I in 
Ar, Kr, and Xe matrices, along with higher energy band 
systems without resolved structure.4 These higher energy 
band systems showed a pronounced matrix shift, and were 
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most conspicuous in krypton matrices, occurring at 35 000 
and 45000 cm - 1 in Kr.4 
In 1986 a magnetic deflection study was performed to 
ascertain the magnetic properties of the aluminum clusters.5 
It was conclusively shown that Al2 is deflected in an inhomo-
geneous magnetic field, thereby excluding the 0;, Il:t state 
as a candidate for the ground state. This observation, com-
bined with a failure to observe the 3l:; _3l:g- emission band 
system in a resonant two-photon ionization (R2PI) study of 
jet-cooled aluminum clusters, led Fu et al.6 to conclude that 
u! 1T~, 3nu is the ground state of A12. In an effort to provide 
more definitive evidence for the ground state of A12, we have 
extended our R2PI investigations into the ultraviolet region 
of the spectrum, where numerous band systems have now 
been located. . 
Concurrent with our investigations, Cai et al.7 have ap-
plied the technique of laser-induced fluorescence to the alu-
minum dimer. Again, no evidence of the 3l:
u
- _3l:g- band 
system was observed for jet-cooled diatomic aluminum. Two 
band systems, labeled E-X and F-X, were observed in the 
ultraviolet region, however, and these were both attributed 
to 3l:g ..-X 3nu transitions based on the multiplet splittings 
which were present. Although the rotational structure of 
these band systems was not completely resolved, a rotational 
contour analysis of the E..-X band system suggested 
re(X 3nu ) :::::2.70 A and re(E 3l:g ) :::::2.99 A. 
This confusing series of experimental studies has found 
its counterpart in theoretical investigations of the aluminum 
dimer. A number of Hartree-Fock self-consistent field in-
vestigations have found the U!1T~, 3nu state to be the 
ground state.8-1O This conclusion has been modified in some 
studies including configuration interaction, however, lead-
ing to a prediction ofa ~, 3l:g- ground state. 10. 11 Theoreti-
cal investigations using a generalized valence bond--configu-
ration interaction approach also find the ~, 3l:g- state to be 
the ground state. 12 A local density functional formalism em-
ploying the Xa-LCAO method and an effective core poten-
tial finds u! 1T~, 3nu to be the ground state, 13 however, as do 
various multiconfiguration self-consistent-field methods in-
cluding configuration interaction to varying degrees. I4-17 
There are also a few theoretical investigations which simply 
assume the ground state of Al2 to be ~, 3l:g- .18.19 Despite 
the discrepancies between these various calculations, all of 
the theoretical studies of Al2 are united in one respect: the 
0;, Il:t state is rejected as a candidate for the ground state. 
The only viable possibilities are~, 3l:g- and U!1T~, 3nu ' 
The most extensively correlated calculations on the alu-
minum dimer, employing the largest basis sets, have con-
cluded that the ground state of Al2 is U!1T~, 3nu.16.17 The 
low-lying ~, 3l:g- state is estimated to lie only about 170 
cm - 1 above the ground U I 1TI 3n state however 16.17 It is g u' u' . 
remarkable that theoretical methods and computational fa-
cilities have developed to the point that an energy difference 
of this magnitude, representing less than 0.0002% of the 
total energy of the Al2 molecule, 17 is considered significant 
enough to provide an assignment of the ground electronic 
state. 16 In this paper we provide definite experimental con-
firmation that the theoretical assignment is correct, al-
though we have no data to establish the magnitude of the 
3l:g- -X 3nu energy separation. 
The experimental methods used in this study are de-
scribed in Sec. II, and our results are presented in Sec. III. A 
discussion of these results is given in Sec. IV, where compari-
sons to theoretical calculations and to the results of laser-
induced fluorescence spectroscopy are made. Section V then 
concludes the paper with a summary of our findings. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL 
The molecular beam apparatus used in the present in-
vestigation of Al2 is virtually identical to that used in pre-
vious studies of Al3 (Ref. 6), Pt2 (Ref. 20), C3 (Ref. 21), 
NiCu (Ref. 22), GaAs,23 and NiPt.24 The metal cluster 
source utilizes a design similar to that developed by O'Brien 
et al.,25 in which the second harmonic radiation (532 nm, 
15-30 mJ/pulse) of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser is focused 
onto a metal target disk located in the throat of a pulsed 
supersonic expansion of helium. In order to avoid drilling a 
hole in the metal target, it is continuously rotated and trans-
lated, so that a spiral pattern of metal is removed from its 
surface. In the present experiments machine shop aluminum 
was used as the target disk, since minor impurities were ex-
pected to be inconsequential given that a mass spectrometric 
detection scheme was used. 
Downstream from the point of vaporization the helium 
and aluminum clusters expand into vacuum. The molecular 
beam is then skimmed, following which it enters the ioniza-
tion region of a reflectron-type time-of-flight mass 
spectrometer. Spectra of the aluminum dimer are then re-
corded by monitoring the mass 54 ion signal as a frequency-
doubled pulsed dye laser is scanned. All of the observed band 
systems of Al2 lie higher in energy than 27200 cm -I , so 
absorption of one UV photon to excite the molecule, fol-
lowed by absorption of a second UV photon of the same 
frequency energizes the Al2 molecule with at least 6.74 e V of 
energy. The adiabatic ionization potential of Al2 has recently 
been measured as 5.989 ± 0.002 eV,26 so this amount of en-
ergy can readily ionize the molecule, thereby providing the 
mass spectrometric signal which is monitored. Because all of 
the observed band systems of Al2 lie at energies more than 
halfway to the ionization limit, no second ionization laser is 
required. 
The advantage of a one-color resonant two-photon ioni-
zation scheme such as that described above is that there are 
no problems associated with the temporal and spatial over-
lap of the resonant and ionization lasers, since both photons 
come from the same laser pulse. This, coupled with the fact 
that no additional laser is required, makes the one-color 
method very attractive. The disadvantage, however, is that it 
is difficult or impossible to measure excited state lifetimes by 
the method of time-delayed resonant two-photon ionization, 
since both photons come from the same laser beam. We have 
attempted to use KrF (248 nm, 5.00 eV), N2 (337 nm, 3.68 
eV), and XeF (353 nm, 3.51 eV) radiation as a second color 
in a time-delayed R2PI scheme to measure excited state life-
times, but this has not been successful. All of these wave-
lengths are resonant with spectroscopic transitions in A12, 
leading to a strong A12+ signal even in the absence of dye 
laser light tuned to a resonance. As a result we are unable to 
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FIG. 1. The E-X and E'-Xband systems 
of A12, recorded using frequency doubled 
LOS 698 and LOS 750 dye laser radiation. 
Based on a theoretical study of the excited 
states of Al2 (Ref. 31), the upper states of 
these band systems are assigned as E'l:g-
and E' 'fig. They are the second and third 
states of their symmetry types, respective-
ly. Sharp atomic transitions occurring in 
54Fe impurity atoms were used to calibrate 
the spectrum, and are labeled Fe in the 
spectrum 
Frequency (cm-) 
measure lifetimes for any of the excited states of Alz reported 
here. 
The dye laser used in this work was pumped by the sec-
ond or third harmonic of a Q-switched Nd:Y AG laser, and 
its tunable output was frequency doubled using an angle-
tuned potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) or p-bari-
um borate (BBO) doubling crystal. Low resolution scans 
were performed with a resolution of 1 em - 1 or better. High 
resolution scans (0.05 cm - 1 FWHM in the second harmon-
ic, ultraviolet output) were achieved by inserting an air-
spaced etalon into the oscillator cavity, and pressure tuning 
the cavity with SF 6' Absolute frequency calibrations were 
accomplished in the high-resolution studies by simulta-
neously recording the spectrum of Alz and the absorption 
spectrum of gaseous 12, for which the transition frequencies 
are precisely known. 27,28 Calibrations in low resolution 
scans were available from the atomic transitions of chromi-
um and iron, which were present in small concentrations in 
the metal target. Frequencies of these transitions were calcu-
lated from the atomic energy levels as compiled by Charlotte 
Moore. 29 
III. RESULTS 
A. Low resolution spectra of AI2 
Figures 1-7 display the band systems observed for jet-
cooled A12, as recorded by the resonant two-photon ioniza-
Al2 System En 
tion technique over the spectral range 27 100-40 200 cm - 1 • 
Of the observed band systems, four show an obvious triplet 
of vibrational features which can only be explained as multi-
plet splittings in either the upper or lower state (Systems E, 
E ", F', and F). The remaining five band systems (Systems 
E', F" ,G, H', and H) show only single vibrational features. 
Initially this led us to believe that both singlet and triplet 
states of Al2 were populated in the molecular beam, and that 
the small spin-orbit interaction in this relatively light mole-
cule prohibited efficient spin cooling in the expansion with 
helium. With the assumption that a metastable excited state 
of Alz might be more efficiently quenched by collisions with 
argon than with helium, spectra were obtained using argon 
carrier gas. Argon was found to collapse the obvious triplet 
systems (Systems E, E " , F', and F) to a single progression of 
subbands, but no substantial change in the intensity of the 
"triplet" band systems (E,E" ,F', andF) as compared to the 
"singlet" band systems (E', F", G, H', and H) was noted. 
Subsequent high-resolution studies of Systems G, H', and G 
(see Sec. III B below) clearly indicated that these band sys-
tems also correspond to triplet-triplet transitions. Contrary 
to our initial conclusions, we have no evidence of any meta-
stable states of Al2 populated in the supersonic expansion. 
The high-resolution studies described below also dem-
onstrated that System H I does not correspond to the v" = 1 
progression of hot bands associated with System H, but in-
stead corresponds to excitation to a different upper elec-
2000~--.----.---.---.---.---.----.---.---. 
0-0 1-0 2-0 3-0 4-0 5-0 6-0 7-0 
1500 III III III III III III III III 
500 
o L-__ ~ __ J-__ -L __ ~ ___ L-__ ~ __ J-___-L ___ -J 
29100 29300 29500 29700 29900 30100 30300 30S00 30700 30900 
Frequency (CIlI ) 
J. Chern. Phys., Vol. 93, No. 12, 15 December 1990 
FIG. 2. The E' -X band system of A12, re-
corded using frequency doubled OeM and 
LOS 698 dye laser radiation. This band sys· 
tern is probably a continuation of the E-X 
system, as discussed in the text. However 
the E-X 10-0 band is anomalously weak, as 
is the E-X 13-{) band (E' -X 2-{) band in 
this figure). This may result from an avoid· 
ed curve crossing which is evident in the cal· 
culated potential curves of Ref. 31, possibly 
leading to a fortuitous cancellation of transi-
tion moments for certain vibronic transi-
tions. See the text for further discussion. 
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FIG. 3. The F" -X band system of A12, recorded using frequency doubled 
DCM dye laser radiation. This band system is somewhat irregular, with the 
1-0 and 4-0 bands showing significant displacements from their expected 
positions ( - 4.60 and + 4.35 cm -', respectively). The appearance of ex-
tra bands in this region suggests that the F" v = I and v = 4 levels may be 
perturbed, thereby accounting for their displacements. Poor Franck-Con-
don factors may prevent observation of the 0-0 band, so the vibrational 
numbering is uncertain. The symmetry designation of the F" state has not 
been established. 
stead corresponds to excitation to a different upper elec-
tronic state. Thus our original interpretation that System H 
arises from a metastable singlet state of A12, with a vibration-
al frequency of t::..G i/2 ::::: 300 cm - \ has been shown by high-
resolution work to be in error. Although we had not pub-
lished this interpretation, it has been quoted in Refs. 7 and 
30. We retract this interpretation here. The evidence now 
indicates that all of the observed band systems originate 
from a common lower state, which is the ground state of A12. 
Spectroscopic constants obtained from the analysis of the 
low resolution data for the individual band systems are given 
in Table I. 
The subband splittings found in the obvious triplet band 
systems E, E " , F I, and F are constant within the error of the 
measurement from system to system and within the various 
vibrational levels of a given system. Using the data of Table I, 
the splitting between the highest and intermediate frequency 
subbands falls in the range 30.40 ± 0.42 cm - \ ,while the 
Al2 System F' 
splitting between the intermediate and lowest frequency sub-
bands falls in the range 33.03 ± 0.51 cm -\. The observed 
splitting between subbands includes contributions from the 
multiplet splittings of both the upper and lower states ofthe 
transition. Since all of the band systems originate from a 
common lower state, the constancy of the subband splittings 
therefore implies nearly identical multiplet splittings in the 
upper state of the E, E", F', and Fband systems. In general, 
there is no reason to expect the multiplet splitting in a set of 
excited electronic states to be constant within 1 cm - \ unless 
it is near zero in all of the states. On this basis we conclude 
that the upper states of the E, E ", F', and F band systems 
have very small multiplet splittings, and are probably best 
described in Hund's case (b). This conclusion is in agree-
ment with the work ofCai et al., 7 who assign the upper states 
of both the E and Fband systems as 3~g (b) states. It is also 
in agreement with a recent detailed theoretical study of the 
spectroscopy of A12, where the upper states of the E and F 
band systems are assigned as the 2 3~g- and 3 3~g- states, 
respectively.31 
With the multiplet splittings of the upper states of the E, 
E " , F I, and Fband systems assumed to be zero, the measured 
subband splittings must correspond to the multiplet split-
tings of the ground state of A12. Thus the Al2 ground state is 
split into components with term energies of 0.0, 30.4, and 
63.4 cm - 1 . This pattern of term energies is not consistent 
with a ~, 3~g- ground state, which would be expected to 
show only a very slight splitting between its 0" = Og+ and 
0" = 1 g components. It is precisely the pattern expected for 
a 0'; 1T~, 3nu ground state, however, which would split into 
0" = Ou-, 0:, 1u, and 2u levels, with the Ou± pair of levels 
nearly equal in energy. This pattern of term energies in a 0'; 1T~, 3n u ground state would imply a spin-orbit interac-
tion constant A for the ground state of Al2 of approximately 
31.7 cm - \ .32 A semiempirical estimate of this parameter 
may be made using the method of Ishiguro and Kobori,33 as 
described by Lefebvre-Brion and Field34 to give 
A = bAI (3p)j(2 + 2SAB ), (3.1) 
where S AB is the overlap integral between p1T atomic orbitals 
centered on the two aluminum atoms and bAI (3p) is the 
atomic spin-orbit constant, which is 74.7 cm - 1 for atomic 
500.-----~-----.-----.-----,r-----._----._----_,----~----~ 
FIG. 4. The F'-X band system of A12, re-
corded using frequency doubled rhodamine 
640 and DCM dye laser radiation. The tri-
plets of bands observed here have the same 
spacing as in the E-X, E .. -X, and F-X sys-
tems, indicating that the F' state of Al2 has a 
tiny spin-orbit splitting, and must be con-
sidered in Hund's case (b).This system is 
extremely weak, with the 6-0 and 7-0 bands 
obscured by the 0-1 and 0-0 bands of the F-
X system, respectively. Poor Pranck-Con-
don factors may again prevent observation 
of the 0-0 band, so the vibrational number-
ing is uncertain. Other than belonging to 
Hund's case (b), no information concerning 
the symmetry of the F' state has been estab-
lished. A transition in atomic 54Pe at 
32 680.03 cm -, (labeled in the spectrum) 
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FIG. 5. The F-Xband system of Al2, re-
corded using frequency doubled rhoda-
mine 590, 610, and 640 dye laser radiation. 
Based on a theoretical study of the excited 
states of Al2 (Ref. 31), the upper state of 
this intense, regular band system may be 
assigned as F3~.-, which is the third ex-
cited state of3~.- symmetry in A12. Tran-
sitions in atomic s4Fe at 33507.15, 
33 695.42, and 34 039.54 cm - I were used 
to calibrate the frequency scale in this 
spectrum. 
-;:; 
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" .s 
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aluminum.34 The measured spin-oribt interaction constant, 
A = 31.7 cm - 1, is consistent with the semiempirical esti-
mate if the overlap integral S AB' takes on the value S AB 
= 0.18. This value is reasonable and tends to confirm the 
assignment of the ground state of Al2 as X 3IIu' A more 
definite confirmation is provided by the high-resolution 
studies described in Sec. III B below. 
With this preliminary assignment of the ground state of 
A12, it is easy to understand why we observe so many band 
systems with triplets of subbands. It is more difficult to ra-
tionalize how the apparent singlet band systems arise. The 
upper states of these band systems cannot correspond to 
Hund's case (b), since we would then expect to see triplets of 
features corresponding to the spin-orbit splitting of the 
ground 3IIu state. With the exception of the H' band system, 
which is weak, and for which the other subbands may not be 
observed, we may be confident that the upper states of the E', 
F", G, and Hband systems belong to either Hund's case (a) 
or (c). Given the small spin-orbit constant ;Al (3p) = 74.7 
cm - 1 , and the fact that this parameter drops abruptly as n 
or lis increased, it is likely that the upper states of the appar-
ent singlet bands belong to Hund's case (a). The upper states 
of these systems must then be of either 3IIg or 3flg symmetry. 
Ungerade upper states and upper states with A' > 2 will not 
be optically accessible from a 3IIu ground state, and both 
AI2 System G 
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FIG. 6. The G3ng _x3n. band system of AI2, recorded using frequency 
doubled fluorescein 548 and rhodamine 590 dye laser radiation. A high-
resolution scan over the 2-{) band of this system is displayed in Fig. 8 below. 
3l:g- and 3l:t should conform to Hund's case (b) and give a 
triplet of subbands. Despite these conclusions, the absence of 
observable subband structure is disturbing. This absence can 
be accounted for in either of two ways, however: (1) the 
upper state multiplet splitting may nearly match that of the 
ground state, so that the expected fln = 0 subbands of a 
3IIg +--X 3IIu transition and the fln = + 1 subbands of a 
3flg +--X 3IIu transition would fall on top of one another, 
leading to an apparent singlet band system, or (2) an .0-
selective predissociation may be occurring, so that only a 
single subband is detected in these resonant two-photon ioni-
zation experiments. Evidence from high-resolution studies 
suggests that overlapping subbands may account for the ap-
parent singlet structure in the Hband system, while the clean 
structure of System G in high resolution suggests that only 
the .0' = Ol components are immune to predissociation in 
this case. 
The spectroscopic constants of Systems E and F, as ob-
tained in the present study, are in good agreement with those 
reported by Cai et al. 7 Our measurements for System F, how-
ever, extend up to the 9-0 band, making our values of w; and 
w;x; slightly different from those reported previously.7 Of 
greater interest, however, is the relationship between System 
E and System E". We have had great difficulty in deciding 
whether these are two distinct band systems or one extended 
system. In System E we observe an obvious origin band and a 
progression of v'-O bands up to v' = 9. The 10-0 band of 
System E is extremely weak, and the 0-0 band of System E " 
appears close to where the 11-0 band of System E is expect-
ed. The remaining v'-O bands of System E" appear close to 
where the (v' + 11)-0 bands of System E are expected, and 
it is possible to combine the bands of Systems E and E " into a 
single band system. With the exception of the 10-0 band, all 
of the v'-O bands of the combined band system from v' = 0 to 
v' = 18 may be included in a fit. As shown in Table II, a fit of 
the highest frequency subbands el:g- +--X 3IIou) to an ex-
tended band system gives larger errors than are obtained 
when the systems are fit separately, but the errors are not 
unreasonable. The pattern of intensities in the extended band 
system is troubling, however, with the 10-0 and 13-0 bands 
anomalously weak. No stable isotopes other than 27 Al exist, 
which is unfortunate because the measurement of isotope 
shifts in the individual bands would resolve the question of 
one band system or two without any doubt. At this time we 
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FIG. 7. The H3~g_X3Ilu and 
H' 3l:g- _X3Ilu band systems of A12, re-
corded using frequency doubled coumarin 
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believe that System E II is a continuation of System E, but 
further discussion of this point is deferred to Sec. IV, where a 
comparison to theoretical results31 is made. In that section 
we also discuss the assignment of the upper electronic states 
of the observed transitions in detail. 
B. High-resolution spectra of Alz 
After the low resolution spectra were recorded, at-
TABLE I. Vibronic constants of AI2 band systems." 
Band 
system Voo w; m;x; 
H-X" 38621.958 ± 0.002e 254.89 ± 0.31 3.64 ± 0.04 
H'-X" 38328.248e 244.60 ± 1. 78 1.80 ± 0.29 
G-X" 34519.697 ± O.OO4e 237.47 ± 1.91 0.41 ± 0.46 
Fo-X 32 598.82 ± 0.66 209.83 ± 0.35 1.15 ± 0.03 
F,-X 32 568.01 ± 0.32 210.28 ± 0.18 1.20 ± 0.02 
F2-X 32534.89 ± 0.64 209.92 ± 0.36 1.11 ± 0.04 
F~-X 31 101.62 ± 1.20 243.27 ± 1.08 5.85 ± 0.15 
F;-X 31070.83 ± 1.14 239.45 ± 1.03 5.36 ± 0.14 
F;-X 31037.29 ± 0.92 236.29 ± 0.82 4.77 ± 0.12 
F"-X 30530.36 ± 1.88f 129.93 ± 1.96f 0.10 ± 0.31f 
E;;-X 29331.99 ± 1.41 175.78 ± 1.07 0.77 ±0.13 
E;'-X 29 302.ol ± 1.40 175.38 ± 1.06 0.75 ± 0.13 
E;-X 29269.49 ± 0.71 175.60 ± 0.54 0.83 ±0.07 
E'-X 28035.97" 551.85" 11.67" 
Eo-X 27269.94 ± 0.86 199.54 ± 0.50 0.98 ± 0.05 
EI-X 27239.78 ± 0.76 200.ol ± 0.46 1.08 ± 0.05 
E2-X 27206.96 ± 0.26 200.47 ± 0.16 1.14 ± 0.02 
a All constants are given in wave numbers (cm - I ). 
tempts were made to rotationally resolve selected bands of 
the E, E I, F, G, H I and Hband systems. Systems E and E I fell 
into regions where the 12 absorption spectrum27•28 was un-
available for calibration, so relatively little time was spent on 
those attempts, and they met with no success. A large 
amount of time was spent on the Fband system, since in this 
region the 12 absorption spectrum provides an excellent cali-
bration.21·28 Unfortunately, the resolution of the frequency 
~E",b 
30.81 ± 0.74 
33.12 ± 0.72 
30.79 ± 1.65 
33.54 ± 1.47 
29.98 ± 1.99 
32.52 ± 1.57 
30.16 ± 1.15 
32.82 ± 0.81 
285.97 ± 0.47 
290.76 ± 0.81 
286.52 ± 1.09 








































b ~E", is defined as the energy difference between the Voo values for the indicated members of a triplet band system. 
C The first entry gives the number of bands observed originating from v· = 0, while the second entry gives the number originating from v· = 1. 
d This is the root mean square deviation between the observed and fitted band positions. 
e Voo for the H-X, H' -X, and G-X band systems is taken from the high-resolution scans of the 0--0 bands of these systems, which were recorded while 
monitoring the absorption spectrum OfI2 at the fundamental of the frequency doubled dye laser. A correction was made to account for the Doppler shift 
experienced by the AI2 molecules traveling at the beam velocity of helium ( 1.77 X lOS cm/s) toward the light source. This amounted to only + 0.228 cm - I 
for the H-X system, 0.226 cm - I for the H' -x system, and + 0.204 cm - I for the G-X system. 
fBecause of obvious perturbations (see the text), the 1"'{) and 4...{) bands were omitted from the fit. They were also omitted from the calculation of the rms 
error. 
g Because only three bands were observed, voo, w:, and w;x: were uniquely determined, and no error estimate could be obtained. 
h Because perturbations between the E' state and the Vi = 4 and v' = 7 levels of the Estate were suspected, the 4...{) and 7"'{) bands were omitted from the fit of 
the E-X system. 
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TABLE II. Vibronic fits of the E and E" band systems. a 
Fit as a single band systemb Fit as two band systemsC 
Band head Calculated Calculated 
frequency Assignment frequency Residual Assignment frequency Residual 
27274.7 0--0 E-X 27273.9 0.8 0--0 E-X 27273.4 1.3 
27470.3 1--0 E-X 27471.5 - 1.2 1--0 E-X 27471.0 -0.7 
27665.8 2--0 E-X 27667.0 -1.2 2--0 E-X 27 666.7 -0.9 
27860.9 3--0 E-X 27860.5 0.4 3--0 E-X 27860.3 0.6 
28052.2 4--0 E-X 28052.0 0.2 4--0 E-X 28052.0 0.2 
28241.2 5--0 E-X 28 241.5 -0.3 5--0 E-X 28241.8 -0.6 
28429.7 6--0 E-X 28428.9 0.8 6--0 E-X 28429.6 0.1 
28615.5 7--0 E-X 28614.3 1.2 7--0 E-X 28615.4 0.1 
28800.3 8--0 E-X 28797.7 2.6 8--0 E-X 28799.3 1.0 
28980.1 9--0 E-X 28979.1 1.0 9--0 E-X 28981.2 -1.1 
29335.8 11--0 E-X 29335.8 0.0 0--0 E"-X 29335.5 0.3 
20507.8 12--0 E-X 29511.1 - 3.3 1--0 E"-X 29509.7 - 1.9 
29684.2 13--0 E-X 29684.3 -0.1 2--0 E"-X 29682.5 1.7 
29855.0 14--0 E-X 29855.6 -0.6 3--0 E"-X 29853.6 1.4 
30022.4 15--0 E-X 30024.8 -2.4 4--0 E"-X 30023.3 -0.9 
30189.5 16--0 E-X 30192.0 -2.5 5--0 E"-X 30191.4 - 1.9 
30359.0 17--0 E-X 30357.2 1.8 6--0 E"-X 30358.0 1.0 
30523.1 18--0 E-X 30520.4 2.7 7--0 E"-X 30523.0 0.1 
27375.3 2-1 E-X 27376.2 -0.9 2-1 E-X 27375.9 -0.6 
27759.9 4-1 E-X 27761.2 -1.3 4-1 E-X 27761.3 - 1.4 
27953.0 5-1 E-X 27950.7 -2.3 5-1 E-X 27951.0 2.0 
a All band frequencies are measured in wave numbers (cm ~ I ) at the band head. Transitions in atomic chromium and iron were used to calibrate the spectra, 
so the estimated uncertainty in the band positions is ± 3 cm ~ I . The only subbands listed here originate from the x 3nou component, which is sufficient to 
compare the quality of the fits. 
b Fitting the data as a single band system gives: Voo = 27 273.9 ± 1.1 cm ~ I, w; = 199.58 ± 0.30 cm ~ I, w;x; = 1.01 ± 0.01 cm ~ I, and /l.G ;'/2 
= 290.78 ± 1.19 cm ~ I, where the errors represent lO'in the least-squares fit. 
CFittingthe data as two band systems gives for theE-Xsystem: Voo = 27 273.4 ± 0.8 cm ~ I, w; = 199.54 ± 0.50~ I, w;x; = 0.98 ± 0.05 cm ~ I, and /l.G ;'/2 
= 290.76 ± 0.81 cm ~ I . For the E" -X system: Voo = 29 335.5 ± 1.4 cm ~ I , w; = 175.78 ± 1.07 cm ~ I , and w;x; = 0.77 ± 0.13 cm ~ I . In both cases the 
errors represent 10' in the least-squares fit. 
doubled pulsed dye laser (certainly no better than 0.05 
cm - 1 ) was not sufficient to resolve the individual rotational 
lines. Presumably this is a result of the complicated rota-
tional structure of a 3};g-(b)...-X 3TI u (a) band system, 
where the spin splitting of the 3};g- (b) upper state multiplies 
the number of rotational lines in the spectrum. Despite these 
failures on the lower-frequency band systems, high-resolu-
tion investigations of the G, H, and H' band systems were 
successful. 
1. The G3IlOg'-X 3Ilou band system 
High resolution studies of the G-X band system were 
performed on the 0-0 and 2-0 bands, revealing a very simple 
rotational structure, as shown in Fig. 8 for the 2-0 band. The 
spectra show only P and R branches, beginning with P( 1 ) 
and R(O), thereby demonstrating that 0 is well-defined in 
both the upper and lower states and that 0' = 0" = O. A 
band head forms at about R ( 13), indicating that the upper 
state bond length is increased from that of the ground state. 
This high-resolution spectrum is consistent with a 
I}; ...- I}; transition except for one subtle point, and this con-
tributed to our original erroneous interpretation of the ap-
parent singlet band system as arising from a metastable I}; 
state. The subtle point is that none of the high resolution 
scans performed on either the 0-0 or 2-0 bands of the G-X 
system displayed the 7:5 intensity alternation expected for a 
1};...- I}; transition in homonuclear diatomic with nuclear 
spin 1= 5/2. The lack of an intensity alternation is consis-
tent with an 0' = 0...-0" = o transition, however, ifboth the 
Rotationally Resolved Spectrum of Al2 
I 11111111111 R(J) 
2-0 Band of System G o 2 4 68 
P(J) I I I I I I I 
7 5 3 1 
86 88 90 92 94 96 
Absolute Frequency (Less 34900 cm-') 
FIG. 8. The 2--0 band of the G 3no< -x3nou band system, recorded in high 
resolution (0.05 cm ~ I ). The clear presence of P and R branches, and the 
absence of a Q branch confirm the band as an n' = 0 - n' = 0 transition, 
and the lack of an intensity alternation suggests that the n = 0 ± lambda 
doubling is unresolved. 
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upper and lower states possess 0 = 0 + and 0 = 0 - compo-
nents, and the A doubling which splits these two compo-
nents is small or nearly equal in both states. In such a case the 
A doubling may be unobservable, and the intensity alterna-
tions in the 0 + --0 + and 0 - --0 - transitions are opposite 
in sense, and cancel each other out. The presence of both 0 + 
and 0 - components implies a triplet or higher multiplicity 
and requires A to be greater than or equal to 1. Given the 
likely candidates for the ground state of A12, as discussed in 
the Introduction, only 3IIu has both of the required 0 + and 
0- components. Thus the high-resolution investigation of 
the G-X system provides further confirmation that 3IIu is 
the ground state of A12• 
The observation of a strong aO = 0 subband originat-
ing from a 3IIu lower state implies in Hund's case (a) that 
the upper state is 3IIg . On this basis the G-Xband system is 
assigned as G 3IIog --X 3IIou , although the expected 
0' = 1--0" = 1 and 0' = 2--0" = 2 subbands have not 
been found. It is possible that an O-selective predissociation 
prevents their observation. Alternatively, the 0' = 1 
--0" = 1 and 0' = 2--0." = 2 subbands may overlap the 
0.' = 0--0." = 0 subband in low resolution, and the experi-
mental conditions favoring low rotational temperatures 
which were employed in the high-resolution scans may have 
quenched the 3II 1u and 3II2u components of the ground 
state. 
The high-resolution spectra of the G-X 0-0 and 2-0 
bands have been recorded while simultaneously monitoring 
the transmission of the dye laser fundamental light through a 
cell filled with gaseous 12, Using the well-known 12 absorp-
tion lines,27,28 the resulting Al2 spectra have been calibrated 
and line positions are accurately known to ± 0,02 cm - 1 • 
Table III lists the measured and fitted line positions of the 0-
o and 2-0 bands of the G-X system. The line positions were 
fitted to the standard expression 
v=vo+B'J'(J'+I)-B"J"(J"+l), (3.2) 
from which effective values of B ' and B " were extracted for 
the 0. = o levels of the G 3IIg and X 3IIu states. The results of 
these fits are provided in the footnotes in Table III. 
2. TheH3~,g-X3fIou band system 
Deeper into the ultraviolet, the H-X band system also 
appears as an apparent singlet band system. High resolution 
studies of the 0-0 and 1-0 bands, however, definitely estab-
lish this as a triplet band system because the 0" = 0'; and 
TABLE III. Observed and fitted line positions of the G 300• -X 30 0u system of AI2." 
0-0 band 2-0 band 
Assignment Line position" Residualb•e Line position" Residualb•e 
R(10) 34522.201 -0.009 
R(9) 34522.070 -0.003 
R(8) 34521.926 0.009 34993.541 0.017 
R(7) 34521.758 0.0\4 34993.377 - 0.017 
R(6) 34521.554 0.003 34993.242 0.000 
R(5) 34521.345 0.004 34993.060 -0.006 
R(4) 34521.099 - 0.014 34992.868 0.001 
R(3) 34520.853 -0.013 34992.644 0.000 
R(2) 34520.602 0.001 34992.401 0.002 
R(\) 34520.314 -0.004 34992.130 0.000 
R(O) 34520.026 0.009 34991.839 0.001 
P(1) 34519.363 0.003 34991.185 0.000 
P(2) 34518.999 -0.005 34990.828 0.004 
P(3) 34518.635 0.005 34990.439 0.000 
P(4) 34518.241 0.003 34990.033 0.001 
P(5) 34517.848 0.020 34989.603 0.002 
P(6) 34517.395 -0.004 34989.146 -0.001 
P(7) 34516.972 0.019 34988.666 -0.004 
P(8) 34516.456 -0.032 
P(9) 34516.008 0.003 
P(IO) 34515.502 -0.001 
P(1\) 34514.978 -0.006 
P(12) 34514.431 -0.015 
P(14) 34513.315 -0.001 
P(15) 34512.740 0.016 
" Line positions were measured by simultaneously recording the precisely known absorption spectrum of gase-
ous 12, excited with the fundamental of the frequency doubled dye laser, and interpolating with the aid of a 
0.2186 cm - I free spectral range etalon. A correction of + 0.204 cm -I (0-0 band) or + 0.207 cm - I (2-0 
band) was added to account for the Doppler shift of the Al2 molecules as they move toward the light source. 
b The n = 0 + ,0 - splitting was unresolved, so the observed lines were least-squares fitted to the formula 
v = Vo + B 'J' (J' + I) - B • J H (J' + I), giving spectroscopic constants as follows ( I u error limits): 0-0 
band: Vo = 34 519.697 ± 0.004 cm-I, B;{ = 0.168 79 ± 0.000 17 cm -I, B~ = 0.159 70 ± 0.000 19 cm- I ; 
2-0 band: vo=3499\.523±0.003 cm- I , B;{=0.16908±0.00022 cm- I , Bi =0.15750±0.00018 
cm-I. 
e Residuals are given as v _ -veale . 
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FIG. 9. The 0-0 band of the H 3 A Ig - X 3110 " band system, recorded in high 
resolution (0.05 cm - I ). In this band the lambda doubling of the H 3 A,g 
state is negligible, and the lambda doubling of the X 3110 " state is just barely 
resolved. It is most evident in the R(O), R(1), and R(2) lines, where the 
expected 7:5 intensity alternation is obvious. The lower panel displays a 
simulated spectrum, including the 7:5 intensity alternation. 
Ou- components of the ground state are resolved. This is 
clearly seen in Fig. 9 for the 0-0 band, where each R-branch 
line is doubled. Moreover, the 7:5 intensity alternation is 
now evident in the R branch, with Re (0) more intense than 
RI(O),RI ( 1) more intense thanRe (1), etc. The observation 
of Re (0) and RI(O) establishes n: = 0, while the obvious Q 
branch proves that n: = 1. In Hund's case (a) an intense 
0' = 1 +-0" = 0 subband is expected for either a 31::.g +-3n u 
or a 3.!.g +- 3nu transition. In A12, however, we have little 
reason to expect that a 3.!.g state would fall into Hund's case 
(a). Accordingly, the H-X band system is assigned as 
H 3I::.g+-x 3nu, although the expected 0'=2g+-0" = lu 
and 0' = 3g +-0" = 2u subbands have not been clearly ob-
served. 
As shown in Fig. 9, the observed spectrum matches the 
simulated spectrum (lower panel) quite nicely in the R 
branch, but the observed spectrum displays additional struc-
ture in the P branch, and possibly in the Q branch as well. 
This structure very likely arises from the expected 
0' = 2g +-0" = lu and 0' = 3g +-0" = 2u subbands, 
which may be displaced slightly to the red of the 
0' = Ig +-0" = 0;;= subbands. These features are also 
weaker than the 0' = 19 +-0" = 0;;= subband because the 
ground 3nu state is regular, and the 0" = lu and 0" = 2u 
levels are not populated as highly as the ground 0" = 0;;= 
levels. 
The small A doubling which separates the 
3nu nIt = Ou+ and 0" = 0,;- levels is observable in the R 
branch of the H-X 0-0 and 1-0 bands because the upper 
state 0' = Ig component has a A doubling which is small 
and only grows in with increasing J. Thus the splitting of the 
low-J R-branch lines which is evident in Fig. 9 provides a 
direct measurement of the splitting of the 0" = Ou± levels of 
the ground X 3nu state. Moreover, the intensity alternation 
which is present in the R branch allows the sense of the A 
doubling to be determined. For the 0: component one ex-
pects states of even J to be more populated than states of odd 
J (7:5 ratio), while this is reversed for the 0,;- component.35 
In Fig. 9 it is clear that the low-frequency member of the 
R(O) and R(2) doublets is more intense than the high fre-
quency member. Accordingly, the low-frequency compo-
nent of these doublets must originate from the Ou+ state, 
while the higher frequency component originates from the 
Ou- state. This places the 3nu (0 = 0,;-) substate lower in 
energy than the 3n u (0 = 0:) substate. From the measured 
splittings, the 0,;- component of the X 3nu ground state lies 
only about 0.08 cm - I below the Ou+ component. In this 
connection it is interesting to note that a CASSCF calcula-
tion followed by relativistic configuration interaction calcu-
lations predicts a 3nu ground state for the isovalent molecule 
In2.36 In this case the Ou- component is again stabilized rela-
tive to the 0: component, but to a much greater extent (231 
cm -I )36 than occurs in Al2 (0.08 cm -I ). 
Employing the usual expressions for the energies of the 
rotational levels in a 3no and a 31::. 1 state,37.38 
3no: E(J,elf) = nO) - A + U 13 - 2y 
+ B [J(J + 1) + 2] + (0 + p + q), 
31::. 1: E(J,elf) = Tbt:..) - 2A + U 13 - 3y 
+ B [J(J + 1) + 4] +ot:..J(J + 1), 
(3.3 ) 
and collapsing the constant terms independent of J into sub-
state origins gives 
3no: E(J,elf) = Toeno) + BJ(J + 1) + (0 + p + q), 
31::. 1: E(J,elf) = Toel::. l ) + BJ(J + 1) +Ot:..J(J + 1). 
(3.4 ) 
These expressions have been used to extract the rotational 
and A-doubling constants for the X 3nou (v" =0) and 
H 3 I::.lg (v' = 0,1) substates by a least-squares fitting proce-
dure. The measured and fitted line positions are given in 
Table IV, and the values of the fitted constants are provided 
in the footnotes of the table. The ot:.. constant, describing the 
A doubling in the 31::. Ig state, was allowed to vary in the fit, 
but the resulting value was zero. A small value of 0 t:.. is ex-
pected, since A doubling in I::. states only arises in a fourth-
order perturbation treatment of the portion of the Hamilto-
nian which is off-diagonal in A.38 
3. TheH'3~;_X3Hou band system 
A high-resolution study of the 0-0 band of the H'-X 
band system was also undertaken, with the intention of de-
termining whether this system constituted a new band sys-
tem, or comprised the v" = 1 hot bands of the H-X system. 
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TABLE IV. Observed and fitted line positions for the H 3ll'g ~x3no. system of AI2." 
Q.....() bandb l-Obandc 
Assignment Line position" Residua1d Comment Line position" Residua1d Comment 
R,(O) 38622.221 0.005 38869.019 -0.016 
R,( 1) 38622.490 0.010 38869.287 -0.007 
R,(2) 38622.713 0.006 38869.510 -0.004 
R,(3) 38622.899 0.003 38869.702 0.007 
R,(4) 38623.049 0.000 38869.834 - 0.003 
R,(5) 38623.156 -0.009 38869.939 0.000 
R,(6) R, head 38870.004 0.002 
RI(O) 38622.300 - 0.003 38869.099 -0.018 
RI (\) 38622.573 0.006 38869.370 -0.006 
RI (2) 38622.801 0.007 38869.612 0.016 
RI (3) 38622.984 0.000 38869.785 0.008 
RI (4) Blend with Blend with 
R,(5) R,(5) 
RI (5) 38623.250 -0.002 Blend with 
R,(6) 
RI (6) 38623.330 0.000 RI head 
QI'( \) 38621.876 -0.001 38868.683 -0.014 
QI' (2) 38621.793 -0.010 38868.619 0.001 
QI,(3) 38621.676 -0.016 38868.519 0.019 
QI,(4) 38621.528 - 0.0\5 38868.343 0.000 
QI,(5) 38621.361 0.004 38868.145 -0.001 
QI,(6) 38621.134 0.000 38867.927 0.Q\8 
QI,(7) 38620.874 0.000 Blend with 
P/(3) 
QI,(8) 38620.567 -0.010 38867.291 - 0.027 
QI,(9) 38620.238 - 0.005 38866.977 0.012 
QI'(\O) 38619.872 0.001 
Q/, (I \) Blend with 
P/(6) 
QI,(\2) 38619.017 0.000 
QI,(l3) 38618.550 0.0\6 
Q'/(I) 38621.956 -0.009 38868.759 -0.020 
Q'/(2) 38621.876 -0.015 38868.687 - 0.014 
Q,/(3) Blend with Blend with 
Q,(2) Qe(2) 
Q'/(4) 38621.634 0.003 38868.451 0.026 
Q'/(5) 38621.460 0.Q\5 38868.219 -0.010 
Q,/(6) 38621.234 0.012 
Q'/(7) 38620.959 - 0.003 
Q,/(8) 38620.674 0.009 38867.389 -0.015 
Q,/(9) 38620.335 0.004 38867.063 0.013 
Q,/(IO) Blend with Blend with 
Q,(5) Q,(5) 
Q'/(\ \) 38619.546 - 0.005 
Q,/(\2) 38619.102 - 0.003 
Q,/(l3) 38618.616 -0.007 
P,(2) Blend with 38868.019 -0.002 
QI(6) 
P,(3) 38620.799 0.011 38867.611 0.007 
P,(4) 38620.335 -0.003 38 867.153 0.005 
P,(5) Blend with 38866.665 0.0\2 
Q, (10) 
P,(6) 38619.330 0.003 38866.117 - 0.001 
P,(7) 38618.766 0.000 38865.540 -0.003 
P,(8) 38618.182 0.014 38864.924 -0.007 
P,(9) 38617.531 -0.002 
P,(lO) 38616.861 0.001 
PI (2) 38621.293 0.005 38868.099 -0.004 
PI (3) 38620.874 -0.002 Blend with 38867.715 0.029 
Q,(7) 
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TABLE IV. (continued). 
O-Obandb 
Assignment Line positiona Residuald 
Pf (4) 38620.429 0.003 
Pf (5) 38619.934 -0.005 
Pf (6) 38619.415 0.000 
Pf (7) 38618.859 0.005 
Pf (8) 38618.255 0.000 
Pf (9) 38617.614 -0.006 



















a All numerical values are given in wave numbers (cm - 1 ). Absolute line positions were obtained by simultaneously recording the precisely known absorp-
tion spectrum of gaseous 12, excited with the fundamental of the frequency dOUbled dye laser, and interpolating with the aid of a 0.2186 cm - 1 free spectral 
range etalon. A correction of + 0.228 cm - 1 (0-0 band) or + 0.229 cm - 1 (l--D band) was added to account for the motion (I.77X lOS cm/s) of the 
molecules toward the light source. 
bThe least-squares fit of the 0-0 band to Eqs. (3.4) gives Vo= 38 621.9580±0.0015 cm-I,B~ =0.15059 ± 0.000 13 cm -I, B;; =0.16916±0.000 13 
cm - 1 , (0 + p + q)" = - 0.0438 ± 0.00 11 cm - 1 , and o~ = 0.0000 ± 0.0000 cm - 1 • Errors represent 10' in the fit. 
cThe least-squares fit of the I--D band to Eqs. (3.4) gives Vo = 38 868.7780 ± 0.0032 cm - 1 , B; = 0.149 35 ± 0.000 32 cm - 1 , B;; = 0.169 02 ± 0.000 30 
cm - I, (0 + p + q)" = - 0.0412 ± 0.0022 cm - I, and o~ = 0.0000 ± 0.0000 cm - I. Errors represent 100in the fit. 
d Residuals are given as Va,", -Veale' 
The resulting high-resolution spectrum, shown in Fig. 10, is 
clearly the most complicated of the G-X, H-X, or H '-X sys-
tems. It shows little resemblance to the rotational structure 
of the H-X system shown in Fig. 9, and must constitute a 
new band system. 
The spectrum is dominated by intense features near 
38 328 cm - 1 , which are presumably near the band origin. 
These have the appearance of Q branches, and are quite con-
gested in structure. To the blue of these most intense features 
a regular series of closely spaced lines is found, becoming 
more closely spaced until a head is formed near 38 330 
cm - 1 • These features have the appearance of an R branch. 
Yet further to the blue another regular series of lines is 
found, with larger spacings than the previous series, again 
becoming more closely spaced as one moves to higher fre-
quency. This has the appearance of an S branch. Finally, a 
regular series oflines is present to the red of the most intense 
features, although these are somewhat obscured by lines 
from other branches. 
This complicated structure cannot be explained as ei-
ther a 3llg (a) +-X3llu (a) or a 3.:lg (a) +-X3llu (a) transi-
tion. The only reasonable possibilities are that the upper 
state belongs to Rund's case (b), or that overlapping bands 
are present. With this in mind, we have attempted to analyze 
the band as a 3l:g (b) +-X 3llu (a) transition. Although such 
a band should possess 27 branches, only 9 originate from the 
X 3llou state. Since the remaining 18 branches originate 
from the 0" = lor 2 components of the ground state, signif-
icant supersonic cooling may have reduced their intensity 
substantially, preventing their observation. In any case a 
3l:g (b) +-X3llou (a) assignment of the subband shown in 
Fig. 10 would require the presence of PH' Pw P31 , QI\> Q21' 
Q31' R I\> R 21 , and R31 rotational branches.32 The complicat-
0-0 Band of H,3rg ~ x 3nou System of Ab 
I I I I I I II 
9 6 3 
QII lr5rrTT~TTnr_ 12 9 6 3 Plli 
38319 38335 
Frequency (cm- I) 
FIG. 10. The 0-0 band of the H' 31:.- _x 3no• system, recorded in high 
resolution (0.05 cm - 1 ). Shown below this band are simulated spectra for 
Fit I and Fit 2. Both fits reproduce the low frequency portion of the spec-
trum very well, but Fit I gives the correct intensity alternation in the R3J 
branch, and reproduces the region near 38 330 cm - 1 more faithfully. For 
these reasons Fit I is preferred. Individual line assignments based on the Fit 
I assignment are indicated over the experimental spectrum. 
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ed rotational structure of the H' -x 0--0 band shown in Fig. 
10 can well be imagined to result from these nine rotational 
branches. 
The rotational levels of the X 3IIou state are primarily 
determined by the rotational quantum number J as indicated 
in Eq. (3.4). On the other hand, the rotational levels of a 
3l:g (b) state are primarily determined by the nuclear rota-
tional quantum number N which is weakly coupled with S to 
give J. This gives rotational levels specified by FI (N) for 
J = N + 1, F2(N) for J = N, and F3(N) for J = N - I as 
follows: 32 
J = N + 1: FI (N) = BvN(N + I) + (2N + 3 )Bv - Av 
-.J (2N + 3) 2B~ - UvBv + A ~ 
+ yv(N + 1), 
J = N: F2(N) = BvN(N + 1), 
J=N-1: F3(N) =BvN(N+ I) - (2N-I)Bv -Av 
+.J(2N-1) 2B~ -UvBv +A~ 
- YvN. (3.5) 
Here Av represents the direct spin-spin interaction between 
the two unpaired electrons, and also includes an important 
second-order spin-orbit contribution. Large values of Av 
lead to the breakdown of Hund's case (b) as the 3l: state 
splits into states with well-defined values of n, given by 
n = 1,0. The spin-rotation interaction specified by Yv is 
normally much smaller than Av' 
With rotational energy levels primarily determined in 
the lower and upper states by J" and N', respectively, transi-
tions in which N' = J" will have the appearance of Q 
branches. This is the case for the P31 , Q21' and RJI branches. 
Likewise, the N' =J" + 1 transitions (Q31 and R21 
branches) will have the appearance of R branches. In similar 
fashion, the N' = J" + 2 transitions (R 31 branch) seem to 
form an Sbranch, the N' = J" - I transitions (P21 and QJI 
branches) seem to form P branches, and the N I = J" - 2 
transitions (PJI branch) seem to form an o branch. Thus the 
general structure oftheH I -x 0--0 band displayed in Fig. lOis 
consistent with a 3l:g (b) --x 3IIou (a) band system. 
With this possibility in mind, a subset of lines were 
sought within the H'-X 0--0 band corresponding to the P21 
and R21 branches. These branches terminate on the F2 com-
ponent of the 3l:g state, which has a particularly simple ener-
gyexpression [see Eq. (3.5)]. Furthermore, they originate 
from only one of the n" = 0 components of the X 3IIou state, 
leading again to a simple energy expression [see Eq. (3.4)]. 
Accordingly, the rotational structure encompassed by the 
P21 and R21 branches should have the appearance of simple P 
and R structure, with B " equal to that determined for the G-
X and H-Xband systems. With these constraints the P21 and 
R21 branches were readily located, as listed in Table V. 
Using the lines of the P21 (J) and R21 (J) branches given 
in Table V, and the values of B (; and (0 + P + q)(; deter-
mined from the other high resolution investigations, the 
combination difference formulas32•34 
and 
Q21 (J) = P21 (J + 1) + (2J + 2)B:; + 2(0 + p + q)" 
(3.6) 
allowed the positions of the Q21lines to be predicted. In these 
formulas the upper sign corresponds to a 3l:g+ upper state, 
and the lower sign pertains to a 3l:g- upper state. The Q21 
lines predicted by Eqs. (3.6) were then compared to the 
experimental spectrum, resulting in a definite assignment of 
the upper state as H' 3l:g- • 
With this assignment, the F2 component of the H' 3l:g-
state was completely accounted for. A number oflines below 
38 326 cm - I were not yet explained, however. In this region 
the PJI and QJI branches should be present. Two regular 
series of lines were found in this region, and various assign-
ments were attempted. Again, combination differences us-
ing the well-established ground state constants were used to 
verify or reject the possible assignments. Only one assign-
ment was consistent in placing the R II branch at the proper 
frequency. This branch forms the prominent head at 
38 328.5 cm - I ,and provides a definite check on the validity 
of an assignment. The one assignment of the P l1 and QJI 
features which is acceptable in this regard is used in both Fit 
I and Fit 2, as given in Table V. This then accounted for the 
FI component of the H' 3l:g- state. 
Finally, one must consider the F3 component of the 
H' 3l:g- state, which leads to P31 , Q31' and R3\ branches. Of 
these branches, the R31 branch is most apparent in Fig. 10, 
where it forms the regular series of lines above 38330.5 
cm -I. Simulated spectra show thattheP31 and Q31 branches 
are quite weak, and fall in the ranges 38 326-38 329 cm- I 
and 38 329-38 330 cm - I, respectively. These weak 
branches tend to be obscured by more intense features in 
these ranges. This unfortunately leaves the R31 branch as the 
only source of information concerning the F3 component of 
the H' 3l:g- state. 
The R31 branch forms a regular series of lines above 
38 330.5 cm - I • Various possible numberings of this series of 
lines were attempted, and the results were again checked 
using combination differences to predict the locations of the 
P31 and Q31 branches. All but two possible numbering 
schemes placed the Q31 branch in a position where it would 
have been obvious in the spectrum. The two possible assign-
ments differ in their numbering of the R31 branch by one, 
and both are listed in Table V. These form the basis for Fits 1 
and 2, respectively. A higher resolution investigation, capa-
ble of resolving the P31 and Q31 lines from the more intense 
overlapping branches, would permit a definite assignment. 
This is beyond our present capabilities, however. 
A straightforward application offormulas (3.5) for the 
energy levels of the H I 3l:g- state fails miserably to account 
for the observed spectrum, which cannot be fitted by the 
simple model implied by Eqs. (3.5). Given the large number 
of excited electronic states which are accessible at an energy 
of 38 000 cm - I in A12, however, the failure of such a simple 
model should not be unexpected. Perturbations by other 
nearby states are not included in the model leading to Eqs. 
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TABLE V. Observed and fitted line positions for the ()...() band ofthe H'3I..- _x3n." system of A12.a 
Fit Ib.e,. Fit 2b.d ,e 
Line Calculated Calculated 
position Assignment frequency Residualf Assignment frequency Residualf 
38320.198 P II (11) 38320.212 -0.014 PH (11) 38320.199 - 0.001 
38321.187 PH (10) 38321.184 0.003 PH (10) 38321.175 0.012 
38322.112 PII (9) 38322.113 - 0.001 PH (9) 38322.110 0.002 
38322.997 P II (8) 38322.998 - 0.001 PII (8) 38323.005 - 0.008 
38323.841 PII (7) 38323.841 -0.000 PII (7) 38323.858 - 0.017 
38324.645 PII (6) 38324.642 0.003 PII (6) 38324.669 -0.024 
38324.025 QII (10) 38324.009 0.016 QII(10) 38324.003 0.022 
38324.645 QII (9) 38324.643 0.002 QII (9) 38324.641 0.004 
38325.224 QII(8) 38325.234 -0.010 QII (8) 38325.238 - 0.014 
38325.782 QII(7) 38325.781 0.001 QII (7) 38325.794 -0.012 
38323.184 P21 (1I) 38323.191 -0.007 P21 (11) 38323.191 -0.007 
38323.787 P21 (10) 38323.780 0.007 P21 (10) 38323.779 0.008 
38324.347 P21 (9) 38324.343 0.004 P21 (9) 38324.342 0.005 
38324.885 P21 (8) 38324.881 0.004 P21 (8) 38324.879 0.006 
38325.414 P21 (7) 38325.394 0.020 P21 (7) 38325.392 0.022 
38325.880 P21 (6) 38325.883 -0.003 P21 (6) 38325.880 -0.000 
38326.327 P21 (5) 38326.346 -0.019 P21 (5) 38326.343 - 0.016 
38326.787 P21 (4) 38326.784 0.003 P21 (4) 38326.781 0.006 
38327.193 P21 (3) 38327.197 -0.004 P21 (3) 38327.195 - 0.002 
38327.573 P21 (2) 38327.585 - 0.012 P21 (2) 38327.583 -0.010 
38327.690 Q21(6) 38327.684 0.006 Q21(6) 38327.681 0.009 
38327.826 Q21 (5) 38327.834 - 0.008 Q21(5) 38327.830 -0.004 
38327.957 Q21(4) 38327.959 -0.002 Q21(4) 38327.955 0.002 
38328.072 Q21(3) 38328.059 0.013 Q21(3) 38328.054 0.018 
38 328.135 Q21(2) 38328.134 0.001 Q21(2) 38328.129 0.006 
38328.598 R21 (0) 38328.600 -0.002 R 21 (0) 38328.598 -0.000 
38328.891 R21 (1) 38328.888 0.003 R21 (1) 38328.887 0.004 
38329.152 R 21 (2) 38329.151 0.001 R21 (2) 38329.151 0.001 
38329.388 R 21 (3) 38329.389 -0.001 R21 (3) 38329.390 -0.002 
38329.609 R 21 (4) 38329.603 0.006 R 21 (4) 38329.603 0.006 
38329.802 R21 (5) 38329.791 0.011 R 21 (5) 38329.792 0.010 
38329.951 R21 (6) 38329.954 -0.003 R 21 (6) 38329.957 -0.006 
38330.085 R 21 (7) 38330.092 -0.007 R 21 (7) 38330.096 - 0.011 
38330.195 R 21 (8) 38330.205 - 0.010 R 21 (8) 38330.210 - 0.015 
38330.534 R 31 (2) 38330.527 0.007 R 31 (1) 38330.515 0.019 
38330.990 R'I(3) 38330.986 0.004 R 31 (2) 38330.971 0.019 
38331.423 R'I(4) 38331.427 -0.004 R 31 (3) 38331.418 0.005 
38331.843 R 31 (5) 38 331.847 -0.004 R'I(4) 38331.848 -0.005 
38332.239 R31 (6) 38332.246 -0.007 R'I(5) 38332.255 - 0.016 
38332.614 R31 (7) 38332.624 -0.010 R 31 (6) 38332.637 -0.023 
38332.990 R 31 (8) 38332.982 0.008 R 31 (7) 38332.994 -0.004 
38333.328 R'I(9) 38333.320 0.008 R31 (8) 38333.324 0.004 
38333.635 R'I(IO) 38333.639 -0.004 R31 (9) 38333.627 0.008 
a Line positions were measured by simultaneously recording the precisely known absorption spectra of gaseous 12, excited with the fundamental of the 
frequency doubled dye laser, and interpolating with the aid of a 0.2164 cm -I free spectral range etalon. A correction of + 0.226 cm -I was added to 
account for the Doppler shift experienced by the Al2 molecules as they move toward the light source at a velocity of 1. 77 X 105 cm/s. 
b Fits 1 and 2 differ only in the numbering of the features of the R31 branch. This ambiguity results because neither the P31 nor the Q31 branch is resolved. See 
the text for details. 
eFitted constants for Fit 1: vo =38328.248; B;,'=0.169093; (o+p+q);,'= -0.038793; B~(0+)=0.142585; B~(1+)=0.156589; B~(1-) 
= 0.163 881; A ~ = - 0.327 496; Yo = 0.049 345, giving r = 2.626 X 10 -, . 
d Fitted constants for Fit 2: Vo = 38 328.244; B;,' = 0.169 241; (0 + p + q);,' = - 0.040 474; B ~ (0 + ) = 0.159 645; B ~ (1 + ) = 0.156 783; B ,0 (1 - ) 
= 0.145 201; A~ = - 0.568 814; Yo = 0.026 373, givingx2 = 5.606 X 10- 3 • 
• The nonlinear least-squares algorithm employed here gives absurdly small error estimates, so no error estimates are reported for either fit. 
fResiduals are given as Vobs -Veale' 
(3.5), and such effects are almost certainly present in Al2 at 
38 000 cm - 1 of energy. With this in mind we have returned 
to Hougen's description39 of the energy levels of a 3~ mole-
cule to try to obtain a deeper understanding of the H' 3~g-
I 
state of A12. 
Using a parity-adapted Hund's case (a) basis set, Hou-
gen39 has derived the Hamiltonian matrix for the rotational 
levels of a 3~ molecule as 
o , (3.7) ( 
BJ(J + 1) 
H = - 2B [J~ + 1)]112 
- 2B [J(J + 1)]112 
BJ(J+ 1) +2B-2A 
o 
o ) 
BJ(J + 1) 
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TABLE VI. Line strength formulas for a 3~(int) ~3n(a) system." 
Case (b) limit Case (a) limit Case (a) limit 
Branchb General formulac J=r=<f J>OC 0' ~O' J<OC 0' ~O' 
P,,(2} Ic,I'(1" -1}/4 1"(1" -1}/4(U" -I} 0 O~O (I" -l}/4 I~O 
Q,,(1) Ic,I'(U" + 1 }/4 (I" + l}/4 0 O~O (U" + 1}/4 I~O 
R,,(O) Ic,I'(1" + 2}/4 (I" + 2}'/4(U" + 3) 0 O~O (I" +2}/4 I~O 
PlI (2) (1"-1}/4 (1"-1}/4 (I" -l}/4 I~O (I" -l}/4 I~O 
QlI(l) (U" + 1}/4 (U" + 1}/4 (U" + 1}/4 I~O (U" + l}/4 I~O 
R,,(O) (1"+2)/4 (1"+2}/4 (I" +2}/4 I~O (I" +2)/4 I~O 
P,,(2) Ic,I'(1" - l}/4 (I" - l}'/4(U" - l) (I" -l}/4 I~O 0 O~O 
Q,,(1) Ic,I'(U" + 1 }/4 1"14 (U" + l}/4 I~O 0 O~O 
R,,(O) Ic,I'(I" + 2}/4 (I" + 1}(1" + 2}/4(U" + 3) (I" +2}/4 I~O 0 O~O 
P,,(2) Ic,I'(1" + l}/2 (I" -l}(1" + 1}/2(U" -I) (I" + l}/2 O~l 0 l~l 
QI2(l) I<,I'(U" + l}/2 1"/2 (U" + l}/2 O~l 0 l~l 
R,,(1) Ic,I'I"/2 1"(1" + l}/2(U" + 3) 1"/2 O~l 0 l~l 
P,,(2} 0 0 0 l~l 0 l~l 
Q,,(1} 0 0 0 l~l 0 l~l 
R,,(1} 0 0 0 l~l 0 l~l 
P,,(1} Icol'(1" + 1}/2 1"(1" + 1}/2(U" - I} 0 l~l (I" + l}/2 O~l 
Q,,(1) Ic,I'(U" + 1}/2 (I" + l}/2 0 l~l (U" + 1}/2 O~l 
R,,(1) Icol'l"/2 1"(1" + 2}/2(U" + 3} 0 l~l 1"/2 O~l 
P,,(2) Ic,I'(1" + 1 }(I" + 2}/4J" (I" + l}(1" + 2}/4(U" - I) 0 O~2 (I" + l) (I" + 2}/4J" 1~2 
Q,,(2) Ic,I'(1" -I}(I" +2}(U" + l}/4J" (I" + I} (I" - 1}(1" + 2}/4J" 0 O~2 (I" -l}(1" + 2}(U" + l}/41" (I" + I) 1~2 
R,,(2} Ic,I'I"(1" -l}/4(1" + I} 1"(1" -l}(1" + 2}/4(1" + I}(U" + 3} 0 O~2 1"(1" -1}/4(1" + I} 1~2 
P,,(2} (I" + l}(1" + 2}/4J" (I" + 1}(1" + 2}/4J" (I" + l) (I" + 2}/4J" 1~2 (I" + l) (I" + 2}/4J" 1~2 
Q,,(2) (I" -1}(1" + 2}(U" + 1}/41"(I" + l) (I" - l}(1" + 2}(U" + 1}/4J"(1" + I) (I" - 1}(1" + 2}(21" + l}/41" (I" + l) 1~2 (I" - l}(1" + 2}(U" + 1}/4J"(1" + I) 1~2 
R,,(2} 1"(1" -l}/4(1" + I} 1"(1" -l}/4(1" + 1} 1"(1" - 1}/4(1" + l} 1~2 1"(1" -1}/4(1" + I} 1~2 
P,,,(2} Ic,I'(I" + 1}(1" + 2}/4J" (I" - l}(1" + 1}(1" + 2}/4J"(U" - 1) (I" + l}(1" +2}/41" 1~2 0 O~2 
Q,,(2) Ic,I'(1" - l}(1" + 2}(U" + 1}/4J"(1" + I} (I" -1}(1" +2}/4(1" + I) (I" -l}(1" +2}(U" + 1}/4J"(1" + I) 1~2 0 O~2 
R,,(2} le,l'l" (I" -1}/4(1" + I} 1"(1" -1}/4(U" + 3} 1"(1" - 1}/4(1" + 1} 1~2 0 O~2 
" As in the case for the related Hiinl-London factors, the strength of a rotational line in a spectrum is proportional to the line strength given above times a Boltzmann factor of exp [ - E( J " ,0" ) / kT]. The degeneracy 
factor of (2J" + I) has been absorbed into the line strength, as defined here. 
b The first line of each branch is denoted by the value of J" given in parentheses. 
CThe coefficients c, and C2 are obtained from the diagonalization of the 2X2 portion of the Hamiltonian matrix (3.8), and provide the coefficients of the F, wave function as I/J(F,) = C,?(O = 1 +) + c2¢1(0 = 0+), 
where the ¢I's are the normalized, parity-adapted case (a) basis functions used to set up the Hamiltonian. The normalization requirement forces Ic,I 2 + Ic212 = I. 
d In the case (b) limit all rotational constants in (3.8) are set equal, and J and r are set to zero. 
e In the case (a) limit listed here, the Hamiltonian matrix of (3. 7) is used, and J is allowed to approach ± ao. In either limit 0' becomes a good quantum number, and certain branches go to zero intensity. These cor-
respond to cases in which the Hund's case (a) selection rule for a 3~~3n transition (~O = ± 1) is violated, as listed above. 
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where certain terms have been incorporated into the elec-
tronic energy to simplify the form of the matrix. This matrix 
has been block-diagonalized according to parity, with the 
1 X 1 block in the lower right corner corresponding to the f 
levels ofa 3l:g- state, which provide theF2 component of the 
3l:g- (.0. = Ig) state, with parity given as - ( - 1 )J.34 The 
central element of the matrix gives the zeroth-order energy 
ofthe 3l:g- (.0. = Og+ ) component of the 3l:g- state, which is 
shifted in energy relative to then = Ig components by the 
term involving A... This term usually results mainly from sec-
ond-order spin-orbit effects, although spin-spin interac-
tions make some contribution.34 The element in the upper 
left corner of this matrix corresponds to the zeroth-order 
energy of the e levels of the 3l:; (.0. = Ig) state, which are 
coupled to the e levels of the 3l:g- (.0.= ot) state by the 
spin-uncoupling operator,34,39 resulting in the off-diagonal 
matrix elements indicated above. 
The Hamiltonian matrix (3.7) is not rigorously correct, 
however, as has been discussed in Hougen's monograph. 38 
In particular, the values of B occurring in the various matrix 
elements of (3.7) are not precisely equal. For example, the 
value of B occurring in the (2,2) position corresponds to the 
expectation value of fl2/2pR 2 evaluated for the 
3l:g- (.0. = Og+) component, while the values in the (1,1) 
and (3,3) positions correspond to the expectation value of 
this operator evaluated for the 3l:g- (.0. = Ig) component. In 
principle, these values of b will differ, particularly for mole-
cules with large spin-orbit interactions. In addition, off-di-
agonal S-uncoupling and L-uncoupling interactions with 
other electronic states may cause the various B values in Eq. 
(3.7) to take on different effective values, in much the same 
way that lambda doubling occurs. With these ideas in mind 
we have modified the effective Hamiltonian of Eq. (3.7) to 
give a new effective Hamiltonian 
( 
B(1 + )J(J + 1) 
H = - 2[B(I +) - r~2] [J(J + 1)]112 
- 2(B(1 + ) - r/2)[J(J + 1) ]112 
B(O + )J(J + 1) + 2B(0+) - 2A.. 
o 
(3.8) o )  , 
B(1 - )J(J + 1) 
where B(1 +), B(O+), and B(1 -) may take on different 
values. WhenB(1 +), B(O+), andB(1 -) take on the same 
value, this Hamiltonian reproduces the simple energy levels 
given by Eq. (3.5), as has been shown by Hougen.39 
With the line assignments given in Table V, a nonlinear 
least-squares fit of the parameters vo, B;;, (0 + p + q);;, 
B ~ (1 + ), B ~ (0 + ), B ~ (1 - ), A.. ~, and r~ has been success-
ful in reproducing the spectrum. This is evident from the 
small residuals listed for Fit 1 and Fit 2 in Table V, and from 
the small values of r obtained. Figure 10 displays the ex-
perimental spectrum of the H ' 3l: g- +-- X 3 nou 0-0 band along 
with simulated spectra obtained using the parameters of Fit. 
1 and Fit 2. Clearly both fits provide an excellent simulation 
of the experimental spectrum. For these simulations it was 
necessary to derive general line strength formulas for a 
3l: (intermediate) +-- 3n (a) transition. These are given in Ta-
ble VI along with the limiting forms which evolve as the 3l: 
state approaches case (b) or case (a). 
The two simulated spectra shown in Fig. 10 reproduce 
the observed spectrum very well. The only major difference 
between these two simulations lies in the sense of the intensi-
ty alternation in the R31 branch. Although the experimental 
data are somewhat ambiguous on this point, it would appear 
that Fit 1 is more accurate in its reproduction of the experi-
mental intensity pattern. In addition, Fit 1 shows a some-
what better agreement with the experimental data near the 
R21 band head at 38 330 cm - I . The value of X2 resulting 
from Fit 1 is also somewhat better than that obtained from 
Fit 2. On this basis we conclude that Fit 1 is probably the 
correct assignment. Observation of the P31 and Q31lines with 
a higher resolution laser would allow the assignment to be 
verified without ambiguity. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
A. Electronic states of AI2 
Previous experimental studies on A12, mainly by Ginter 
et aU and Cai et ai.,7 along with the detailed theoretical 
investigation by Langhoff and Bauschlicher31 and the pres-
ent work, have provided characterizations of many of the 
electronic states of A12. In some cases there are discrepancies 
between the various experimental techniques, and between 
theory and experiment. In this section we summarize our 
current experimental knowledge of this molecule, and dis-
cuss the comparisons between the various experiments and 
theory for the known electronic states of A12. Spectroscopic 
constants for these states are summarized in Table VII, and 
experimentally based potential energy curves are given in 
Fig. 11. 
1. The X 3IIu state 
As discussed in Sec. III, the evidence is now overwhelm-
ing that the ground state of Al2 arises from the O'! 1T~ elec-
tronic configuration, with electron spins triplet coupled to 
give the 3nu term. The emergence of the O'!1T~, 3nu state as 
the ground electronic state of Al2 is consistent with pO' bond-
ing being slightly favored over p1T bonding in this molecule. 
The spin-orbit intervals between then = 0, 1, and 2 
states of Al2 are slightly asymmetric, with then = 0-.0. = 1 
interval (30.4 cm - I) slightly smaller than then = I-
n = 2 interval (33.0 cm - I ). This asymmetry may be attrib-
uted to off-diagonal spin-orbit interactions between the 
X 3nu state and higher electronic states. According to sec-
ond-order perturbation theory, spin-orbit coupling to a 
higher-lying state ( Y) will lower the energy of a given com-
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TABLE VII. Electronic states of 21 AI2." 
State Tob 
If36. t • 38621.958(2)C 
H' 31:.- 38328.248c 
G3I10. 34519.697(4)C 
P3 31:.- 32598.8 (7) 
P' 31101.6(1.2) 
P" 30 530.4( 1.9) 
E' 3 3I1. 28036.0 
E 2 31:.- 27274.7 
2 3I1. _24500f 
(prcdissociated ) 
B 1 31:.- 17 231.25 +~ 
13I1. _15oooh 
(repulsive) 
A 1 31:.- ~ 
3I1 2• 63.4 
f'" 30.4 X. 3I10+. 0.0433 ( 10) 3I10_ • - 0.0433(10) 
We WeXe 
254.9(3) 3.64 (4) 
244.6( 1.8) 1.80(29) 
237.5( 1.9) 0.41(46) 
209.83(35) 1.15 (3) 
243.3( 1.1) 5.85(15) 
129.9(2.0) 0.1 (3) 
551.8 11.7 






0.15121(22)C.d 0.001 24(35)C 
0.160 25(18)c.d 0.001 1O(14)C 
0.1907(5) 0.0013(5) 
0.2054(4) 0.0012(4) 










" All values except for r, are reported in wave numbers (cm - t ). Error limits are quoted as one standard deviation and are given in parentheses following each 
entry in the table. The numbers in parentheses give the estimated error in the last reported digits of the reported value. Values in square brackets are based on 
the theoretical calculations of Ref. 31. 
b To gives the energy of the v = 0 level of the given electronic state relative to the energy of the v = 0 level of the ground X 3I10. level. 
C Measured in high resolution using the well known absorption lines OfI2 (Refs. 27 and 28) for calibration, and corrected for the Doppler shift experienced by 
the molecular beam as it moves toward the light source. 
d For this state the value of Be is uncorrected for spin uncoupling effects since the spin-<lrbit constant A is unknown. When this effect in included Be will 
increase and re will decrease, perhaps by as much as 2%. 
'Estimated by rotational contour analysis in Ref. 7. 
f Observed in rare gas matrices in Refs. 3 and 4. 
• Observed as the B I 31:.- -A 131:~ emission system in gaseous AI2 in Refs. 1 and 2. 
h Observed in Al2 isolated in solid krypton in Ref. 3. 
; Corrected for spin uncoupling effects as described in Sec. IV; also corrected from Bo to Be (and ro to re) using ae estimated from the Pekeris relationship. See 
Sec. IV A 1 for details. 
ponent (0) oftheX 3ll u state by the amount 
(2) 3 1 (Y,Olil.a 13llu,OW 
E (llu,O) = Eellu'O) -E(Y,O) , (4.1) 
A 
whereHso is the spin-orbit portion of the Hamiltonian. The 
observed asymmetry in the spin-orbit intervals may best be 
explained by the assumption that the 3llu (0 = 1) state has 
been preferentially lowered in energy through such interac-
tions. Of the various low-lying electronic states which have 
been calculated,31 the I llu state arising from the same u! 1T~ 
configuration as the ground X 3llu state is most likely the 
cause of the spin-orbit asymmetry. This Illu state possesses 
0= 1 only, and will therefore only affect the 0 = I compo-
nent of the X 3llu state. Moreover, it is the only state of u 
symmetry calculated within 13 000 cm - I of the ground 
X 3llu state, and is therefore the only state within this range 
which may perturb the ground state. Using the methods de-
scribed by Lefebvre-Brion and Field,34 the numerator ofEq. 
( 4.1) may be estimated as 
I(U!1T~/llu,O= IIHsolu!1T~,3llu,0= 1)1 =31.65cm- l , 
where the value of the overlap integral S AB has been taken to 
be 0.18, as found in Sec. III. Assuming that the entire spin-
orbit asymmetry of the X 3llu state arises from the 3llu' 
o = 1- I llu , n = 1 interaction then requires 
E(2)ellu,0 = 1) = - 1.30 cm- I. This in tum places the 
u! 1T~, I llu state 770 cm - I above the X 3llu (0 = 1) state. 
Allowing for errors in the measured spin-orbit intervals and 
the possibility of significant couplings to higher-lying states, 
a more conservative estimate of the location of the I llu state 
places it in the range of 1000 ± 300 cm - I above the ground 
state. This is in fair agreement with its calculated31 energy of 
3343 cm - t , particularly in view of the difficulties involved 
in computing the energy of singlet and triplet states to the 
same degree of accuracy. 
The A doubling of the X 3llou ground state, which splits 
the 0 = 0 level into 0: and 0; states, is also a consequence 
of off-diagonal spin-orbit interactions with higher-lying 
states. In this case, however, the splitting can only arise from 
interactions with l:u states, since states with A¥=O will per-
turb both Ou+ and Ou- components equally. The experimen-
tal observation that 0; state lies below the Ou+ state then 
implies that off-diagonal couplings between the X 3llou state 
and states containing 0; components (Il:; and 3l:: ) are 
stronger than the couplings to states with 0: components 
el:: and 3l:; ). Although it is not so straightforward to 
calculate matrix elements in these cases, the sense of the 
experimentally determined 0: --0; splitting is in agreement 
with theory, since theory places more 0 u- perturbers at lower 
energies [Il:,; at 11 000 cm -I (repulsive); 3l:: at 14371 
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FIG. II. Schematic potential energy curves for the experimentally known 
electronic states of A12• Potential curves, based on the Morse potential, are 
drawn using the parameters given in Table VII, with the anharmonicities 
altered to force dissociation to appropriate separated atom limits. The F' and 
F· states are indicated as dashed curves because the v = 0 levels of these 
states have not been located with certainty, so none of the parameters To, 
W" or r, are accurately known. The shape of the 2 30. curve is based on 
theoretical results from Ref. 31. 
cm -I (repulsive); I~u- at 29000 crn -I] than 0': per-
turbers (B 3~u- at 17 120 cm - I; 3~u- at 25 102 crn -I; I~u+ 
at 27838 crn -I ).31 
The bond length of the ground state of Al2 may be esti-
mated from the value of BO(X 3I1 u ' n = 0). Before this can 
be done properly, however, the effects of spin uncoupling 
must be removed. According to Herzberg,32 the effective ro-
tational constant for a triplet state is given by 
Beff = BO + 2B~/AA), 
TABLE VIII. Separated atom limits and molecular states for A12• 
Separated 
atom limit Energy" Molecular Statesb 
(4.2) 
where B is the true rotational constant and A is the spin-
orbit interaction parameter . Using A = 31. 7 cm - 1 (as de-
termined in Sec. III) and Beff (X 3 I1 u ,n=0,v=0) 
= 0.169 03 cm - I, one obtains Bo = 0.170 87 ± 0.000 11 
cm - 1 , from which a bond length of ro = 2.7042 ± 0.0008 A 
may be derived. Finally, Bondybey's values7 of We = 285.8 
cm -I, and wexe = 0.9 cm -I may be used with the Pekeris 
relationship32 to estimate Be and a e as Be 
= 0.17127 ± 0.000 19 cm -I and a e = 0.0008 ± 0.0003 
cm - 1 . This then provides a final estimate of re (X 3nu ) of 
2.7011 ± 0.00 15 A. This value is similar to the ab initio bond 
lengths calculated by Sunil and lordan l7 (2.717 A), Bausch-
licher et al. 16 (2.727 A), and Upton l2 (2.72 A). 
2. The A 3I; state 
The A 3~g- state, arising from the ~ molecular config-
uration, has remained unobserved in all jet-cooled spectro-
scopic investigations.6,7 Our knowledge of this state derives 
entirely from the work of Ginter et al,2 and from theoretical 
studies, where it is calculated to lie only 170 cm - 1 above the 
X 3n u state. 16,17 Spectroscopic constants are given in Table 
VII. 
3. The 1 3/1g state 
The lowest state of 3I1g symmetry is calculated to be 
repulsive, having a region of Franck-Condon overlap with 
the ground state in the energy range near 15 000 cm - 1 ,31 
This corresponds nicely to a broad continuum absorption 
centered at 14 300 cm - 1 , which was observed for Al2 isolat-
ed in a solid krypton matrix by Douglas et aU No other 
optically allowed transitions are expected in this region,31 so 
this assignment appears definite. 
4. The B 3I; state 
The upper state of the Ginter band systern2 is calculated 
as the lowest state of 3~u- symmetry.31 As may be deter-
mined from Table VIII, this state must correlate to an excit-
ed separated atom limit (in this case, tothe.rp, 2pO + Sp2, 4p 
limit, located 29066.90 cm -I above ground state atoms). 
o 
25347.69 
X 30 U ' A 31:.- 1'0., 3~u' 31:u+ (2), 
[1:.+ (2), [1:;, [0., LOu, I~. 




"Energies taken from Ref. 29. 
Il:g+, lI.
u
+, lng, lou 
'1:.+, '1:';-, '1:.- (2), '1:; (2), '11.(2), 'Ou(2), '~., '~u, 
E 31:.-, F 31:.-, E' 30., G 30., o 31:u- , 31:;, 31:.+, 31:u+, 
30u (2). 3~., 3~u 
31:.+ (2), 31:u+ (2), 31:.-, 31:u-, 30.(3), 30u(3), 3~.(2), 
3~u(2), 34>., 34>u, [1:t (2), 11:';- (2),11:.-, 11:;, 111.(3), 
IOu(3), 1~.(2), l~u(2), 14>., 14>u 
31:.+ (2), 31:u+ (2), 31:.-,31:;,30.(2), 30u(2), 3~., 3~u' 
11:t (2), 11:u+ (2), 11:.-, 11:;, 10.(2), IOu(2), I~., I~u 
b Molecular states derived using the Wigner-Witmer rules, as described in Ref. 32. 
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Therefore, the B 3l:u- state must be bound 11 835 cm - 1 
(29066.90-17231.25) more strongly than theA 3l:g- state. 
Presumably it is more strongly bound than the ground 
X 3Uu state by a comparable amount as well. This gives the 
B 3l:u- state a bond strength roughly double that of the 
ground state of A12, and clearly demonstrates the presence of 
multiple bonds in this state. Multiple bonding has become 
possible in this state because of the promotion of a 3s electron 
into the 3p shell on one atom, thereby allowing states with 
formal bond orders of 2 to be generated. 
The B 3l:; state must place two electrons in tr orbitals, 
since this is the only way a l: - state can be obtained. The 
high bond strength of this state then implies a ~ configura-
tion for the tr electrons, giving the molecule a fulltr bond in 
this state. Of the remaining four valence electrons, which are 
distributed in 0' orbitals, only one may be in an orbital of u 
symmetry (otherwise a l:g- , rather than a l:; , state is ob-
tained). Thus, three 0' electrons occupy bonding orbitals and 
one occupies an antibonding orbital, giving a 0' bond order of 
one as well. With one fulltr bond and one full 0' bond the high 
bond strength of this state, relative to its separated atom 
limit, is hardly surprising. 
5. The2 3H g state 
Both Douglas et 01.3 and Abe and Kolb4 report absorp-
tion spectra with vibrational structure in the range of 
24400-25 600 cm - 1 for Al2 isolated in Ar, Kr, or Xe matri-
ces. Neither Cai et aU nor we have been able to observe any 
transitions in this spectral range for jet-cooled gaseous Al2' 
however. Langhoff and Bauschlicher31 calculate the 23Ug 
state of Al2 to lie 23 054 cm - 1 above the ground state, and 
have assigned the structured absorption spectra of Douglas 
et aU and Abe and Kolb4 to the 2 3Ug -X 3Uu band system. 
The calculated 31 potential energy curve for the 2 3Ug state 
displays an unusual, skewed shape, however, caused by 
avoided crossings between theE' 3 3Ug (see below), 2 3Ug , 
and 1 3Ug states. The potential energy curves of these states 
are of course calculated in the adiabatic approximation, and 
nonadiabatic couplings certainly exist between them. The 
failure to observe the 2 3Ug _X3U u transition in gaseous 
Al2 using laser-induced fluorescence7 or resonant two-pho-
ton ionization methods may be plausibly accounted for if 
predissociation occurs on a more rapid time scale than either 
fluorescence or absorption of a second, ionizing photon. 
Nonadiabatic couplings between the 2 3Ug state and the re-
pulsive 1 3Ug state provide a straightforward mechanism for 
this predissociation. Based on the lack of an observable gas-
phase LIF or R2PI signal for this band system, the predisso-
ciation rate must exceed 109 s - 1 . 
6. The E 2 3~; state 
The E 2 3l:g- -X 3Uu band system of Al2 was first re-
ported in 1989 by Cai, Dzugan, and Bondybey.7 If the 
E" -X system displayed in Fig. 2 is accepted as comprising 
the higher vibrational transitions of the E _ X system, our 
observations of this system then extend to much higher vi-
brationallevels than were previously reported.7 As discussed 
in Sec. III A, however, this assignment presents a few diffi-
culties. In particular, the 10-0 band is extremely weak or 
missing, and the 13-0 band is anomalously weak as well. 
A suggestion as to why certain bands may be anoma-
lously weak is provided by the theoretical work of Langhoff 
and Bauschlicher,31 which permitted the first definitive as-
signment of the upper state of this system as 3l:g- . Close 
inspection of the calculated potential energy curves shows 
that the E 2 3l:g- and F 3 3l:g- (see below) electronic states 
undergo an avoided crossing near an internuclear separation 
of2.9 A, which corresponds to an energy of approximately 
29 000 cm - 1 for the E2 3l:g- state. The electronic transition 
moment calculated 31 for the E 2 3l:g- _X 3U u transition 
changes sign near this internuclear separation, presumably 
due to a destructive interference between the transition mo-
ments associated with the two diabatic states, which are 
mixed to generate the noncrossing, adiabatic states. Al-
though one would require accurate potential energy curves 
and vibrational wave functions to prove the point, it is plau-
sible that certain vibrational bands in the vicinity of this 
avoided crossing could display a vanishingly small intensity 
due to an accidental destructive interference between re-
gions of space with positive electronic transition moments 
and ones with negative moments. Anomalous intensity pat-
terns would then be expected to continue for higher energy 
bandsoftheE2 3l:g- ..... X 3U u band system, because regions 
of both positive and negative electronic transition moments 
could still be accessed. The appearance of anomalous inten-
sity patterns in the E 2 3l:g- -X 3Uu band system for v'-O 
bands lying at or above 29 000 cm - 1 is then consistent with 
the avoided crossing implied by ab initio calculations. 
Cai et 01.7 have simulated rotational contours for the E 
2 3l:g- -X 3Uu band system, and have estimated re (E 
2 3l:g- ) = 2.99 A and re (X 3Uu ) = 2.70 A. The close corre-
spondence between this estimate for re (X 3Uu ) and the val-
ue obtained from rotationally resolved spectra in the present 
work lends support to the estimated value of re (E 2 3l:g- ) of 
2.99 A. This also compares favorably with the ab initio31 
estimate of 3.226 A. A large change in bond length upon 
electronic excitation in the E 2 3l:g- -X 3Uu system is also 
consistent with a long vibrational progression, as is observed 
in the present work. 
7. TheE'3 3H g state 
Within the spectral range of the E 2 3l:g- -X 3Uu band 
system we find two intense bands and a third, weak band 
which belong to another band system. These are designated 
as the E '-X band system, which is much more intense than 
the E 2 3l:g- -X 3Uu system. The spectrum shown in Fig. 1 
provides a misleading impression of the relative intensities of 
the E-X and E '-X systems, since it was collected at high laser 
fluences, leading to significant saturation effects. 
The E' state is noteworthy in several respects. First is the 
extreme intensity of the 0-0 band of the E '-X system, which 
is without a doubt the most intense band we have observed 
for Al2 in any spectral region. What makes this intensity so 
remarkable is the near-total absence of both the 0-0 band 
(near 28036 cm - 1 ) and the 1-0 band (near 28 564 cm - 1 ) 
in the laser-induced fluorescence spectra of Cai et 01.7 This 
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implies that theE '-X system is a strongly allowed transition, 
but that the fluorescence quantum yield is miniscule. Ac-
cordingly we may deduce that the E' predissociates on a time 
scale rapid compared to that of fluorescence, but short com-
pared to the time required for absorption of a second, ioniz-
ing photon in the resonant two-photon ionization experi-
ments. 
A second unusual aspect of the E' state is its extremely 
large vibrational spacing (aGl/2 = 528.5 cm -I), which 
combined with the fact that the E '-X 0--0 band is shaded to 
the blue indicates a short bond length and a narrow potential 
well. Langhoff and Bauschlicher31 calculate the 3 311 state 
of Al2 to lie 27 749 cm - 1 above the X 311u state. This i~ quite 
close to the observed 0--0 band of the E '-X system, which lies 
near 28036 cm - 1 . Moreover, the ab initio31 estimates of w. 
and r. for the 3 311g state (495 cm - 1 and 2.629 A) are in 
general agreement with the large value of aGI12 which is 
experimentally observed and the short bond length which is 
inferred from the blue shading of the bands. Finally,the ab 
initio work31 predicts that the 3 311g ..... X 3 11u band system 
should be among the most intense of the band systems lying 
below 30 000 cm - 1 . With this level of agreement between 
theory and experiment there can be little doubt that the E' 
state is the 3 311g state predicted by theory. 
As mentioned above, it is clear that the E' 3 311g state of 
Al2 undergoes rapid predissociation. Judging from the fact 
that this state is observable by resonant two-photon ioniza-
tion, however, its predissociation cannot be as rapid as that 
of the 2 311g state (discussed above), which is predissociated 
by nonadiabatic coupling to the repulsive I 311g state. As is 
evident from the ab initio potential energy curves reported 
by Langhoff and Bauschlicher,31 avoided crossings are pres-
ent between all three 311g curves. Presumably the same nona-
diabatic couplings that cause the 2 311g state to predissociate 
extremely rapidly also cause the E' 3 311g state to predisso-
ciate as well, with Al2 ultimately falling apart through the 
repulsive 1 311g state. 
8. The F" state 
As shown in Fig. 3, the F" -X band system is found 
between the high v' --0 bands of the E-X system and the F'-X 
system. The system is quite irregular, and several extra, un-
explained bands are present in this energy region. At this 
point no definite assignment of the F" state is possible. 
9. The F'state 
As shown in Fig. 4, the F'-X band system consists of 
regular triplets of subbands with a spacing similar to that 
found in the E-X and F-X (see below) band systems. This 
would imply a small spin-orbit splitting in the upper state, 
suggesting that the F' state probably belongs to Hund's case 
(b). The intensity of the individual bands grows as one 
moves to higher frequencies, in a manner which suggests a 
large increase in internuclear separation upon electronic ex-
citation. The more intense bands also show an obvious deg-
radation to the red, clearly establishing that r. (F') 
> r. (X 311u ). The intensity of the band system is quite low 
compared to other band systems, and above 32 500 cm - 1 
this system is obscured by the much more intense 
F3~g- ..... X 311 u system. No definite assignment of this sys-
tem is possible at the present time. 
10. The F 3 3Ii state 
The F 3 3~g- ..... X 311u band system of Al2 was first re-
ported in 1989 by Cai, Dzugan, and Bondybey.7 The bands 
observed are again red-degraded, but the vibrational pro-
gression is not nearly as extensive as that found for the 
E 2 3~g- ..... X 311 u system. This implies that the bond length 
of the F., 3 3~g- state lies between that of the X 311u state 
(2.701 A) and that of the E 2 3~g- state (2.99 A). High 
resolution spectroscopic data is not yet available to confirm 
this expectation. 
Assignment of the symmetry of the F state as 3~g is 
reasonable based on a confirmed ground state assignment of 
311u and the measured spin-orbit intervals. The assignment 
of the + or - character ofthis 3~g state, however, is based 
entirely on theoretical work by Langhoff and Bausch-
licher,31 who calculate the 3 3~g- state of Al2 to lie 32041 
cm - 1 above the ground X 311u state. This value is in excel-
lent agreement with the frequency of the 0--0 band of the F-X 
system, allowing the Fstate to be identified with the comput-
ed 3 3~g- state. 
11. The G 3Hg state 
Near 34 520 cm - lone find the G-X 0--0 band, which 
has been shown in Sec. III to correspond to a 311g ..... X 311 u 
electronic transition. It is a measure of the electronic com-
plexity of Al2 that this is the fourth known electronic state of 
311g symmetry within 35000 cm - 1 of the ground molecular 
state. Other than the state symmetry, bond length, and vi-
brational frequency, little is known about the G 311g state. It 
lies above the region reliably computed by Langhoff and 
Bauschlicher,31 and may quite possibly have significant con-
tributions from the 3s23pl, 2 pO + 3s23d 1,2 D separated atom 
limit, which lies 32 435 cm - 1 above ground state atoms. As 
is obvious from Table VIII, a large number of electronic 
states arise from this separated atom limit, and it has not yet 
been possible to include the Al 3d shell in the active space of 
a CASSCF calculation. 31 As a result, no reliable theoretical 
work on the G 311g or higher lying states of Al2 yet exists. 
12. The H' 3Ii state 
As described in the previous section, the H' state has 
been conclusively shown to be of 3~g- symmetry. Its rota-
tional energy levels are not well described by the standard 
model, however; indicating that it is seriously perturbed by 
other states. As a result it cannot be described using a single 
rotational constant, presumably because of strong off-diag-
onal perturbations induced by the L-uncoupling and S-un-
coupling operators. As a result it is impossible to use the 
measured rotational constants to estimate the bond length in 
this state. 
13. The H 3..::Sg state 
The highest energy electronic state yet characterized for 
Al2 is the H 3 ag state, which was investigated in high resolu-
tion as described in Sec. III. Apart from the term symbol, 
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bond length, and vibrational frequency, little is known con-
cerning this state. By allowing the ground X 3D" state 
n = 0: ,0,,- splitting to be measured, however, the 
H 3 ag +-X 3D" transition has contributed significantly to 
our understanding of A12, and has provided the most definite 
evidence that the ground state is of 3D" symmetry. Spectro-
scopic constants for the H 3 ag state are given in Table VII. 
B. The bond strength of AI2 
A number of investigators have estimated the bond 
strength of Al2 by Knudsen effusion mass spectrometry. 40-43 
The most careful study appears to have been performed by 
Stearns and Kohl in 1972.43 These authors have based their 
investigation on the gaseous equilibria 
K, 
AlAu(g) + Al(g) <=tAI2(g) + Au(g) (4.3 ) 
and 
K, 
2AIAu(g) <=tAI2(g) + Au2(g), (4.4) 
which have been measured at temperatures in the range of 
1921-2032 K. Unlike previous investigators, these authors 
have meticulously subtracted background signals at mass 54 
(54Fe +, 54Cr +, and 27 A12+ fragments produced from 
AI20) to correct the measured concentration of A12. Failure 
to make this correction leads to a systematic overestimate of 
the Al2 concentration in the Knudsen cell, leading to an 
overestimate of the Al2 bond strength. Stearns and Kohl43 
then used the measured equilibrium constants KI and K2 to 
evaluate the enthalpy change in reactions (4.3) and (4.4) by 
both the second-law and third-law methods. The second-law 
method uses the temperature variation of the measured equi-
libria to extract an for each reaction, and is subject to signif-
icant errors when only a small temperature range is investi-
I 
In this expression mAl and m Au are the atomic masses of 
aluminum and gold, respectively, q(Al) and q(Au) are the 
electronic partition functions of atomic aluminum and gold, 
respectively (which are easily evaluated from atomic 
data29), and K 1 and K2 are the equilibrium constants report-
ed by Stearns and Kohl43 for reactions (4.3) and (4.4), re-
spectively. The summations run over all thermally accessible 
electronic states of AU2 and A12, respectively, with gi giving 
the electronic degeneracy of the state, Bi giving its rotational 
constant, aEi giving its electronic energy relative to the 
ground electronic state, and Wi giving its vibrational fre-
quency. In this expression only one term contributes signifi-
gated. The third-law method uses statistical thermodynamic 
expressions for the equilibria to obtain an g for each reac-
tion, and has the potential of greater accuracy. Improved 
accuracy is only achievable in the third-law method if the 
molecular partition functions may be reliably estimated at 
the high temperatures of the experiment, however. This be-
comes particularly difficult for molecules with large 
numbers of low-lying, poorly characterized states. As one 
might expect, Al2 certainly fell into this category when the 
experiments were performed in 1972.43 
We have used the values of KI and K2 reported by 
Stearns and Kohl43 to reevaluate the third-law value of 
D g (AI2) in light of the new information available about A12. 
To limit the possibility of errors, the somewhat poorly 
known molecule AIAu has been eliminated by considering 
the equilibrium 
KAI 
2AI(g) <=tAI2(g). (4.5) 
It may be readily shown that 
KAI = (Ki!K2) [P(Au2)IP(Au)2] (4.6) 
or 
KAI = (KiIK2 )KAu , (4.7) 
where K Au refers to the dimerization of gold: 
K Au 
2Au(g) <=t Au2(g). (4.8) 
The bond energy44-46 and spectroscopic constants47-49 of 
AU2 are accurately known, so K Au may be accurately calcu-
lated from statistical thermodynamics. 50 With the aid ofEq. 
( 4. 7) and the measured values of K 1 and K 2, the equilibrium 
constant for the dimerization of aluminum may be readily 
computed. Finally, the statistical thermodynamic expres-
sion for KAI may be used to obtain Dg (AI2) as 
(4.9) 
cantly to the sum over states for Au2, since the first excited 
state of AU2 lies approximately 16000 cm - I above the 
ground state.46 
We have evaluated the sum over states for Al2 in Eq. 
( 4.9) using the energies and spectroscopic constants of the 
low-lying states of Al2 as reported by Langhoff and Bausch-
licher. 31 To estimate the sensitivity of the result on the calcu-
1ated electronic energies we have also evaluated the expres-
sion (1) with all of the singlet states reported by Langhoff 
and Bauschlicher shifted 2000 cm -I lower in energy, and 
. (2) with all of the singlets shifted 1000 cm - 1 higher in ener-
gy and with the A 3l:g- state shifted 500 cm -I higher in 
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energy. The final result gives D g (AI2) = 1.34 ± 0.06 eV, 
with the error limits encompassing the standard deviation of 
the measured data points (from Ref. 43) as well as the un-
certainty associated with the energies of the low-lying elec-
tronic states of A12, as estimated above. 
The revised value of Dg (AI2) = 1.34 ± 0.06 eV is con-
siderably lower than previous estimates [1.96 ± 0.43 eV 
(Ref. 40, as recalculated in Ref. 42); 1.67 - 1.80 eV (Ref. 
41); 1.78 ± 0.19 eV (Ref. 42); and 1.55 ± 0.15 eV (Ref. 
43) ]. As mentioned above, some of these studies overesti-
mated the bond strength of Al2 because they failed to sub-
tract the background signal due to other species of mass 54. 
In addition, all of the previous studies seriously underesti-
mated the partition function of AI2(g), since they only con-
sidered theA 3l:g- state to be thermally populated at 2000 K. 
The revised bond strength of A12, 1.34 ± 0.06 eV, is in 
agreement with the bond strengths obtained in the most ex-
tensively correlated calculations, which give Dg (AI2) 
= 1.369 eV16 and 1.33 eV. 17 1t is also very close to the value 
reported by Upton in a GVB study with extensive configura-
tion interaction (1.31 e V) . 12 It appears that ab initio theory 
is currently capable of describing the electronic structure of 
molecules as complicated as Al2 with high accuracy, pro-
vided large basis sets and extensive configuration interaction 
are included. 
The recently measured value of the adiabatic ionization 
potential of Al2 [IP(AI2) = 5.989 ± 0.002 eV]26 may be 
combined with the value of Dg (AI2) given above and the 
atomic ionization potential of Al (5.984 eV)29 to obtain the 
bond strength of A12+ as D g (AI2) = 1.34 ± 0.06 e V. This is 
somewhat greater than the value obtained by Hanley, 
Ruatta, and Anderson51 in a collision-induced dissociation 
experiment (0.90 ± 0.30 eV). It is in good agreement with 
the bond strengths calculated by ab initio theory, however, 
with Sunil and Jordan 17 reportingDg (AI2+) = 1.36eV, and 
Bauschlicher et al.52 reporting D g (AI2+ ) = 1.41 e V. 
v. CONCLUSION 
The ground state of Al2 has been conclusively demon-
strated to be of 3 n u symmetry, deriving from the u! 1T~ elec-
tronic configuration. Rotationally resolved investigations 
have allowed the bond length oftheX 3 n u state of Al2 to be 
measured as re (X 3nu ) =2.701 ±0.OO2 A. The lambda 
doubling which splits the X 3nu , n = Ou+ ,Ou- pair of sub-
states has been resolved, and the 0; substate is found to lie 
0.08 cm - I lower in energy than the Ou+ substate. An asym-
metry in the measured spin-orbit intervals of the X 3nu state 
suggests that the observed U!1T~, In u state lies about 1000 
cm - I above the ground state. The measured spectroscopic 
constants ofthe ground X 3nu state have been used in com-
bination with the calculated31 properties of the low-lying 
electronic states to reevaluate the third-law estimate43 ofthe 
Al2 bond strength, providing a revised value of Dg (AI2) 
= 1.34 ± 0.06 eV. With Weisshaar's recent measurement26 
of the adiabatic ionization potential of A12, this also provides 
Dg (AI2) = 1.34 ± 0.06 eV. These values are substantially 
in agreement with the most extensively correlated calcula-
tions on A12 •16,17,52 
In addition to the E 2 3l:g- ..... x 3n" and 
F 3 3l:g- -X 3nu band systems previously reported,7 the E ' 
3 3n g ..... x 3n u , F"-X, F' ..... X, G 3n g _X 3n U ' 
H' 3l:g- ..... x 3n u , and H 3ag ..... x 3n u band systems have 
been observed for the first time. Rotational constants and 
electronic state symmetries have been determined for the 
G 3ng , H' 3l:g- , and H 3 ag states by high resolution optical 
spectroscopy. A discussion of all of the experimentally 
known states of Al2 has been presented, along with compari-
sons to previous experimental and theoretical work. Our un-
derstanding of the excited states of Al2 has been aided im-
mensely by the interplay between experiment and ab initio 
theory, particularly by the theoretical investigation of the 
excited states of Al2 recently published by Langhoff and 
Bauschlicher.31 This study has been used to identify the E' 
3 3ng state in the absence of rotationally resolved spectra, 
and also cleanly explains why certain states (the 2 30 g and 
E' 3 3ng states in particular) predissociate on a rapid time 
scale. 
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